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Abstract: In the factory of the future, most of the operations will be done by autonomous robots that
need visual feedback to move around the working space avoiding obstacles, to work collaboratively
with humans, to identify and locate the working parts, to complete the information provided
by other sensors to improve their positioning accuracy, etc. Different vision techniques, such as
photogrammetry, stereo vision, structured light, time of flight and laser triangulation, among others,
are widely used for inspection and quality control processes in the industry and now for robot
guidance. Choosing which type of vision system to use is highly dependent on the parts that need
to be located or measured. Thus, in this paper a comparative review of different machine vision
techniques for robot guidance is presented. This work analyzes accuracy, range and weight of the
sensors, safety, processing time and environmental influences. Researchers and developers can take
it as a background information for their future works.
Keywords: machine vision; 3D sensors; perception for manipulation; robot guidance; robot pose;
part localization
1. Introduction
Since the end of the 18th century with the first Industrial Revolution through the introduction
of mechanical production facilities powered by water and steam, factories have experimented big
changes in their production systems [1]. The second Industrial Revolution, in the start of the 20th
Century, introduced mass production based on the division of labor powered by electrical energy [2].
The third Industrial Revolution of the start of 1970s introduced the use of electronics and information
technologies for a further automatization of production [3]. Nowadays, we are involved in the
fourth Industrial Revolution, commonly called “Industry 4.0”, based on cyber-physical production
systems (CPS) and embracing automation, data exchange and manufacturing technologies. These
cyber-physical systems monitor the physical processes, make decentralized decisions and trigger
actions, communicating and cooperating with each other and with humans in real time. This facilitates
fundamental improvements to the industrial processes involved in manufacturing, engineering,
material usage and supply chain and life cycle management [4].
Inside each revolution, several milestones have been achieved incrementing the innovation level.
For instance, inside Industry 4.0, robot-based automatization has experimented its own revolutions.
The first robotic revolution was the industrial automatization, the second one was the introduction of
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sensitive robots for safe automatization, the third one was the mobility with mobile manipulators, and
the fourth and the last one is based on intelligent and perceptive robot systems [5].
The European Commission has set as objective for the Horizon 2020 Work Programme to achieve
the leadership in industrial technologies (i.e., Public-Private Partnership Factories of the Future or
PPP FoF [6]). For this purpose, process automation and decreased accident rates are both important.
Productivity and safety were limited by manual processes in the traditional industry; automatization
and intelligent robots drive modern industry towards efficiency, resulting in a rapid increase in
productivity, major material and energy savings and safer working conditions. Manufacturing
demonstrates a huge potential to generate wealth and to create high-quality and highly skilled
jobs [7]. In fact, several technology enablers have been identified within PPP FoF, such as advanced
manufacturing processes and technologies, mechatronics for advanced manufacturing systems,
including robotics, information and communication technologies (ICT), manufacturing strategies,
knowledge-workers and modelling, simulation and forecasting methods and tools. Moreover, the
European Commission has identified robotics as a key issue due to its importance for European
economy: Europe is one of the world leading regions in industrial robotics with a share of more than
25% of supply and use. It is expected that robotics growth reaches 32 B$ by 2016 and a direct impact on
job creation as forecasts determine that each industrial robot needs at least four people to run, maintain
and service it [8]. Robotics directly improves society and better living conditions as it addresses global
concerns such as climate change, sustainable transport, affordable renewable energy, food safety and
security, and coping with an ageing population. Some examples of European projects in this area are
TAPAS [9,10], VALERI [11,12] and SYMBIO-TIC [13].
Vision systems are widely used in industry, mainly for inspection and quality control
processes [14]. Their use has been increased in applications related to improving the safety of workers
in the industrial environment and for robot guidance [15]. Robots need machine vision to move around
the working space avoiding obstacles, to work collaboratively with humans, to identify and locate
the working parts, to improve their positioning accuracy, etc. Depending on the objective, the vision
system can be scene-related or object-related [16]. In scene-related tasks the camera is usually mounted
on a mobile robot and applied for mapping, localization and obstacle detection. In object-related tasks,
the camera is usually attached to the end-effector of the robot manipulator (eye-in-hand configuration),
so that new images can be acquired by changing the point of view of the camera.
Industrial robots are able to move to a position repeatedly with a small error of 0.1 mm, although
their absolute accuracy can be several mm due to tolerances, eccentricities, elasticities, play, wear-out,
load, temperature and insufficient knowledge of model parameters for the transformation from poses
into robot axis angles [17–19]. In the automotive industry the accuracy requirement for operations
such as spot welding will be of the order of 1 mm. The aerospace industry provides a challenging
environment to apply robotics as its accuracy requirements are at least a factor of ten- to twenty-fold
higher [20]. Conventional robots are not capable of achieving this accuracy. To improve the accuracy,
optical calibration methods, such as laser tracker systems, photogrammetry or vision systems with
multiple high resolution cameras, are used to detect the spatial position of the tool tip and to correct
the robot motion. The combination of a measurement system with a robot is an optimal solution
as it makes use of the robot ability for precise movement and overcomes the accuracy deficiencies.
Moreover, working parts can be positioned slightly different from what the robot is expecting. In order
to successfully navigate a mobile robot, obtaining detailed information on its immediate environment
is the main concern. If the collected data is correct and sufficiently detailed, the creation of a
3D appearance model is possible and developers are given the opportunity to create accordingly
sophisticated navigation software.
At this point, machine vision techniques and robotics become the main actors in the industrial
scenarios. Thus, this work is a comparative review of different machine vision techniques and their
applications for robot guidance, studying and analyzing the state of the art and the different approaches.
The suitability of each vision technique depends on its final application, as requirements differ in terms
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of accuracy, range and weight of the sensors, safety for human workers, acquisition and processing
time, environmental conditions, integration with other systems (mainly the robot), and budget. Main
challenges are found in textureless surfaces for the correspondence problem, lighting conditions that
may cause brightness, occlusions due to the camera point of view, undetermined moving objects, etc.
Other comparatives can be found in the literature although they are oriented to commercial purposes,
centered in one vision technique, or focused on software and algorithms. They are also analyzed in
this work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 resumes the fundamentals of vision-based
3D reconstruction, Section 3 reviews a wide range of robot guidance applications using machine vision,
Section 4 performs a comparative analysis according to the application requirements and discusses
advantages and drawbacks, and finally main conclusions are found in Section 5.
2. Fundamentals of 3D Reconstruction
Three-dimensional perception is one of the key technologies for robots. A 3D view of the
surroundings of the robot is crucial for accomplishing navigation and manipulation tasks in a fully
autonomous way in incompletely known environments. Moreover, tele-operation of robots requires a
visualization of the environment in a human-readable way, which is important for an intuitive user
interface. Thus, vision systems for robot guidance generally need to obtain 3D information.
Given a point in the scene, its corresponding point in the image can be obtained by mathematical
models [21]. This is the direct problem. As it determines a set of parameters that describe the mapping
between 3D points in the world coordinate system and the 2D image coordinates, this process is also
known as camera calibration. The perspective projection of the world coordinates onto the image is
generally modeled using the pinhole camera model [22]. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation.
Using this model, the image of a 3D point, P, is formed by an optical ray passing through the optical
center and intersecting the image plane. The result is the point P’ in the image plane, which is located
at a distance f (focal length) behind the optical center.
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The homogeneous transformation matrix HwÑc includes three translations (tx, ty, tz) and three
rotations (α, β, γ). These six parameters are called the extrinsic camera parameters and describe















Based on the pinhole model, the projection of the point in the camera coordinate system C onto











The pinhole model is only an ideal approximation of the real camera projection. Imaging devices
introduce a certain amount of nonlinear distortion [24]. Thus, when high accuracy is required, lens
distortion must be taken into account [25]. The final step is the transformation from the image plane
coordinate system (u, v) to the image coordinate system (r, c), which is the pixel coordinate system.
This transformation is achieved using Equation (4), where Sx and Sy are scaling factors that represent
the horizontal and vertical distances between the sensor elements on the CCD chip of the camera and
the point (Cx, Cy)T , which is the perpendicular projection of the optical center onto the image plane.















The projection of a point in the scene on the image can be mathematically calculated as shown
in Figure 2a. However, given a point of the image it is not possible to obtain directly its original
point in the space, as it is not a one-to-one relationship, but one-to-several, thus the inverse problem
is ill-defined [26]. In algebraic terms, the projection of a 3D point on the image is not an injective
application. Different points can be projected on the same pixel. What is really obtained by solving the
inverse problem is a straight line formed by all points that are represented on the same pixel of the
image. This is the projection line shown in Figure 2b.
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Passive techniques, such as stereo vision or photogrammetry, which only require ambient 
lighting, solve the problem by looking for the same point in multiple images and computing the 
intersection of the projection lines. Others project a visible or infrared pattern onto the scene and 
estimate the depth information from the returning time (time of flight), the deformation of the pattern 
(light coding) or trigonometric calculations (laser triangulation and structured light). They are active 
vision. This difference in illumination method is important since the less well-defined features an 
object may have, the less accurate the system will be when passive vision is used. This is not the case 
with active vision systems, since a known pattern is used to illuminate the object. Nevertheless, using 
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Passive techniques, such as stereo vision or photogrammetry, which only require ambient lighting,
solve the problem by looking for the same point in multiple images and computing the intersection
of the projection lines. Others project a visible or infrared pattern onto the scene and estimate the
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depth information from the returning time (time of flight), the deformation of the pattern (light coding)
or trigonometric calculations (laser triangulation and structured light). They are active vision. This
difference in illumination method is important since the less well-defined features an object may have,
the less accurate the system will be when passive vision is used. This is not the case with active vision
systems, since a known pattern is used to illuminate the object. Nevertheless, using active vision
can result in measurement inaccuracies, especially in the edges or in objects with varying surface
finishes [27]. The main disadvantage of non-contact measurement systems is their high sensitivity
to various external factors inherent to the measurement process or the optical characteristics of the
object [28]. Passive vision techniques need multiple cameras for 3D reconstruction and active ones
only use a single camera. However, as it will be shown, some techniques can be passive or active
vision or use one or several cameras depending on the application. In addition, some of them are in
fact evolutions or improvements of others. Thus, depending on the authors different classifications
can be found over the literature. Table 1 shows one possible classification and points out that some
technique can be included in more than one group.
Table 1. Vision techniques classification.
Single Camera Multiple Cameras







Projected texture stereo vision
Numerous sensor technologies are available, and each of them provide unique advantages for its
use in specific environments or situations. In the following subsections, different 3D vision techniques
are presented.
2.1. Stereo Vision and Photogrammetry
Literally photogrammetry consists of measuring real dimensions from a photo of an object. It is a
3D reconstruction technique based on conventional 2D images commonly used in architecture [29–32],
topography [33,34], geology [35], archaeology [36], engineering [37,38], and manufacturing [39].
In stereo vision and photogrammetric techniques, the same point has to be found in other image
to calculate the intersection of the projection lines and to obtain the 3D position (Figure 3). However,
it is recommended that every point could be found at least in three images in order to ensure the
detection and to improve the accuracy. The selected points must be the homologous and not any other
ones in order to get the right 3D position.
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Physical marks, such as stickers or laser points (Figure 4), are necessary over and around the
object (the more, the better) and they must be of high contrast in order to ensure the detection. In
Figure 5 two images of the same marked part have been taken and processed. The detected marks are
printed in red. If the spatial position of the cameras and their calibration parameters are known, the
marks can be paired using epipolar geometry and their projection lines and their intersections can be
calculated to find the 3D position [40]. Notice that only those marked points are detected and used for
the model (marker-based stereo vision).
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The extracted features depend on the problem or the type of application. In fact, a characteristic
feature is a region of interest in the image that provides important information, such as an edge, a
corner, bright or dark isolated points, etc. These detected points are useful for a subsequent search of
correspondences between similar images. Some of the most popular algorithms for features detection,
extraction and tracking are Canny [41], Harris [42], KLT [43], SIFT [44], SURF [45], and MSER [46].
Markerless stereo camera systems are widely used in many real applications including indoor
and outdoor robotics. They provide accurate depth estimates on well-textured scenes, but often fail
when the surface of the object is low-textured or textureless. In this case, it is necessary to project a
known static high contrast light on it highlighting points, features, non-visible structures, etc. and
creating an artificial texture. Then, the reflected light is captured using a stereo camera system and a
matching algorithm associates the homologous points to obtain the 3D information [47]. Ensenso has
developed several series of compact sensors based on this technique [48].
The projected texture is usually pulsed infrared light which is not affected by external light sources.
It can take many forms including crosses, circles, squares, dot-matrices, multiple lines and random
dot matrices. Finding the optimal texture, that is, the one which provides the best correspondence
between features of the images, is a complicated problem, influenced by characteristics of the projector,
the pattern, and the stereo cameras [49,50].
2.2. Time of Flight
Active vision techniques obtain the 3D information projecting a visible or infrared pattern on
the object as shown in Figure 7. A time of flight (ToF) camera is a range camera that uses light pulses.
The illumination is switched on for a very short time. The resulting light pulse is projected on the
scene illuminating it and being reflected by the objects. The camera lens captures the reflected light
onto the sensor plane. Depending on the distance, the incoming light experiences a delay which can
be calculated as shown in Equation (5), where tD is the delay, D is the distance to the object and c is
the speed of light. The pulse width of the illumination determines the maximum range the camera
can handle, thus the illumination unit is a critical part of the system. Only with some special LEDs or
lasers it is possible to generate such short pulses.
tD “ 2¨ Dc (5)
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One of the most common sensors has been developed by MESA Imaging [51]. Although ToF
sensors open new possibilities and applications as they are quite compact and lightweight, and
allow real-time distance acquisition, the quality of raw data is quite noisy and prone to several
types of disturbances. They involve major specific challenges: (1) Low resolution compared with
other techniques; (2) Systematic distance error; (3) Intensity-related distance error, as the distance is
influenced by the incident light; (4) Depth inhomogeneity mainly at object boundaries; (5) Motion
artifacts leading to erroneous distance values; (6) Multiple reflections; and (7) Other general aspects of
active systems [52].
2.3. Structured Light
Structured light equipment is composed of a light source (the light projector) and one or two
information receptors (the cameras). Among all the structured light techniques, there are two main
groups [53]: time-multiplexing techniques, which are based on projecting a sequence of binary or
grey-scaled patterns, and one-shot techniques, which project a unique pattern. The advantage of
time-multiplexing techniques is that, as the number of patterns is not restricted, a large resolution,
i.e., number of correspondences, can be achieved. However, their main constraint is that the object,
the projector and the camera must all remain static during the projection of the patterns. In one-shot
techniques a moving camera or projector can be considered. In order to concentrate the codification
scheme in a unique pattern, each encoded point or line is uniquely identified by a local neighbourhood
around it [54].
Generally, the projected light is white light which is easily generated and is not dangerous for
people unlike laser. This light is modified by grids to create lines or bands with lights and shadows
like a zebra (Figure 8) which are recorded by the camera. Depth is obtained from the deviations using
a technique similar to triangulation which consists on calculating the intersection between planes and
lines [55].
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Non-contact igitizing scan ers derived from structured light projection are increasingly more
accur te, f stest and affordable [56]. Recently, ew scanners have been lau ched based on blue light
instead of white. As Figure 9 show , they use a structured blu LED light module and a stereo scanner
to generate th 3D point cloud. The LED module produces high contrast p tterns allowing a high
resoluti n sca ning of the scenario. It s not affected by external light sources and it is safety for people.
Sensors as the HDI 109 and HDI 120 from LMI Technologies can a hieve an accura y of 34 µm and
60 µm, respectively [57].
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2.4. Light Coding
Recently a whole new type of sensor technology called light coding has become available for
purchase at only a small fraction of the price of other 3D range finders. Light coding uses an entirely
different approach where the light source is constantly turned on, greatly reducing the need for
precision timing of the measurements. It can be considered an evolution of structured light.
A laser source emits invisible light (approximately at the infrared wavelength) which passes
through a filter and is scattered into a semi-random but constant pattern of small dots which is
shown in Figure 10. The reflected pattern is then detected by an infrared camera and analyzed. From
knowledge on the emitted light pattern, lens distortion, and distance between emitter and receiver, the
distance to each dot can be estimated measuring the deformations in shape and size of the projected
points [58]. The technique has been developed by the company PrimeSense and its most commonly
extended sensor is Microsoft Kinect.
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Light coding offers depth data at a significantly low cost, which is a great innovation not only
for robotics. However, it has some limitations as these cameras do not provide a dense depth map.
The delivered depth images contain holes corresponding to the zones where the sensor has problems,
whether due to the material of the objects (reflection, transparency, light absorption, etc.) or their
position (out of range, with occlusions, etc.). The depth map is only valid for objects that are in the
range of 1–3 m in order to reduce the effect of noise and low resolution [59]. In addition to this, as
it is based on an IR projector with an IR camera, and as the sun emits in the IR spectrum, sunlight
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2.5. Laser Triangulation
In laser triangulation, the point, the camera and the laser emitter form a triangle (Figure 11). The
distance between the camera and the laser emitter is known, and because of the angle of the laser
emitter corner is also known, the angle of the camera corner can be determined by looking at the
location of the laser dot in the camera's field of view. These three pieces of information fully determine
the shape and the size of the triangle and give the location of the laser dot corner of the triangle, which
is in fact the 3D point. The accuracy depends on the resolution of the CCD sensor, the quality of the
lenses, the point size (spot), the laser beam quality, the surface state of the piece and other optical
factors [60].
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shown, 3D point cloud acquisition for robot pose estimation, robot guidance or any other purpose 
can be achieved by applying many different sensors and techniques. Which one is best suited for each 
particular application really depends on the needs and requirements [57]. The spatial coordinates of 
a large number of points can be obtained almost instantaneously or in a few seconds, but they require 
further treatment. Point clouds must be processed using specific algorithms to identify the geometric 
elements of the parts to be detected, measured or positioned. Subsequently filtering operations, 
structuring or interactive segmentation of the point clouds must be carried out [62]. The quality and 
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and the subsequent treatment. 
In this section several approaches of robot guidance using different machine vision techniques 
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Laser non-contact techniques have changed considerably in recent years. Although initially
sensors gave isolated points, the technology has quickly spread to 2D sensors, measuring across a
dotted line and collecting multiple points in a single frame. If the piece is moving under the sensor
(or vice versa), the 3D model of the surface can be generated. This means that, unlike the previously
presented techniques where a 3D point cloud can be obtained with a single capture, in this case it
is necessary to move the piece or the sensor. In other words, it is necessary to scan the piece. As
a drawback, depending on the laser power, laser sensors can be dangerous for people. They are
not eye-safe.
3. Robot Guidance in Industrial Environments
Robot guidance using machine vision techniques is a challe ging problem as it consists on
providing eyes to a machine which is able to move with high repeatability but low accuracy [18] in
co plex industrial environments with other moving objects or even human work rs. This modern
technology opens up wholly new possibilities alth gh it also creates new and fairly complex
c allenges in safety design [61]. Textureless surfaces, lighting conditions, occlusions, ndetermined
or moving objects, among others, are critical issues which the vision system has to deal with. As
show , 3D point cloud acquisition for robot pose estimation, robot guidance or a y other purpose can
be achieved by applying many different sensors and t chniques. Which one is best suited f r each
particular application really dep nds on the needs and requirements [57]. The spatial coordinates of a
large number of p i ts can be obt ined almost instantaneously or in a few seconds, but they require
further treatment. Poi t clou s must be proc ssed using specific algorithms to identify the geometric
elements of the parts to be detected, measured or positioned. Subsequently filtering operations,
structuring or interactive segmentation of the point clouds must be carried out [62]. The quality and
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the robustness of the final application are determined by both processes: the point cloud acquisition
and the subsequent treatment.
In this section several approaches of robot guidance using different machine vision techniques
are reviewed. As it will be shown, applications are oriented to scene-related tasks for environment
reconstruction, including people detection, or to object-related tasks for robot pose estimation and
object reconstruction for manipulation or inspection. Figure 12 provides the most common terms of
robots that will be mentioned throughout the text.
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3.1. Stereo Vision and Photogrammetry
Industrial photogrammetry covers different practical challenges in terms of specified accuracy,
measurement speed, automation, process integration, cost-performance ratio, sensor integration
and analysis. Main solutions are object-related in the fields of the measurement of discrete points,
deformations and motions, 6 DOF (degrees of freedom) parameters, contours and surfaces [63]. Off-line
photogrammetry systems can be found at automotive manufacturing (for car body deformation
measurement, control of supplier parts, adjustment of tooling and rigs, etc.), the aerospace industry
(for measurement and adjustment of mounting rigs, alignment between parts, etc.), wind energy
systems (for deformation measurements and production control), and engineering and construction
(for measurement of water dams, tanks, plant facilities, etc.). They offer high precise and accurate
measurements (the absolute accuracy of length measurements is generally about 0.05 mm for a 2 m
object [64]). On the other hand, on-line systems provide 3D information to control a connected process.
Some examples include tactile probing (where a hand-held probing device is tracked in 3D space in
order to provide the coordinates of the probing tip), robot calibration (where the robot tool center point
is observed in order to determine its spatial trajectory), and sensor navigation (where a measurement
device, such as a laser profile sensor, is tracked in 6 DOF in order to reconstruct the captured profiles).
The accuracy of on-line systems is in the order of 0.2–0.5 mm over a range of 2 m [65], usually less than
that of off-line systems. Nowadays, industrial photogrammetric systems are mostly used for off-line
measurement of static 3D points in space. Moving from off-line to on-line systems is mainly a matter
of speeding up image processing. Image acquisition, transfer, target identification and measurement
usually take by far the largest part of the processing time.
There are several approaches in the literature to determine the position and orientation of
a robot's end-effector with high accuracy during arbitrary robot motions based on combined
and pure photogrammetric solutions. Laser tracking systems combine laser interferometry and
photogrammetry [66,67]. As Figure 13 shows, the end-effector of the robot (the probe) is equipped
with a number of LED reference targets suitable for camera imaging, as well as a retro-reflector suitable
for laser tracking, all with calibrated local coordinates. The 6-DOF pose of the probe is measured
by space resection through a camera that is integrated into the laser tracker. Distance information
is provided by interferometric laser ranging while the camera measures angular information of the
probe [68]. Laser trackers are also used to identify the geometric and dynamic parameters of the robot
in order to improve the accuracy of the model, increasing thus the accuracy of the robot [69]. Qu [70]
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presents a laser tracker application to reduce the relative pose error of the robot of an aircraft assembly
drilling process to less than 0.2 mm.
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In pure photogrammetric solutions, there are three different approaches [18]: (1) Forward
intersection, where two or more fixed cameras that are observing target points which are mounted
on the end-effector (moving targets); (2) Resection, where alternatively one or ore camera can be
mounted on the end-effector observing fixed targets; and (3) Bundle adjustment, which is a combination
of both. At a first sight, resection arrangement may seem to be inferior compared to the forward
intersection method, because a pose measurement for all possible robot poses requires targets to be
placed around the entire workspace. However, most handling tasks require a robot to be accurate only
in certain locations, thus the accuracy is not needed in the entire workspace.
Main documented applications are for 6-DOF measurements, robot calibration, object tracking,
and robot navigation. Several simultaneously operating solid-state cameras and photogrammetric
hardware and software for robot guidance tasks are used in [71]. In this work two different applications
were chosen to demonstrate the accuracy, flexibility and speed of the photogrammetric system: 3D
object positioning is utilized in the measurement of car body points for accurate seam-sealing robot
operation, and a robotized propeller grinding cell uses profile and thickness measuring data to control
the grinding process. Hefele [18] shows an off-line photogrammetric robot calibration using a high
resolution camera and targets mounted to the robot end-effector. The positioning accuracy of the robot
is better than 3 mm in the experiments. First results towards an on-line photogrammetric robot tracking
system are also presented in [18], reducing image processing and using intelligent cameras. The bundle
adjustment indicates target coordinate RMS values of 0.06 mm in depth. Some improvements were
added later in [72].
When accuracy requirements are moderate, [19] presents a digital photogrammetric system
for industrial robot calibration tasks. Standard deviations of 0.05–0.25 mm in the three coordinate
directions could be obtained over a robot work range of 1.7 ˆ 1.5 ˆ 1.0 m3. In this sense, [20] describes
the development of a photogrammetric 6-DOF measurement system mounted on the end-effector of
an industrial robot. The functionality of the system has been demonstrated for drilling and assembly
operations showing that the scheme is feasible and assesses the capability of such a system to operate
within realistic tolerances. The photogrammetric system shown in Figure 14 is proposed in [73] to
improve the pose accuracy of industrial robots. Experimental results show that the position error of the
robot manipulator is less than 1 mm after being calibrated by the photogrammetric system. Amdal [74]
gives a description of an on-line system designed for close range applications. The system has the
ability to perform 3D point measurements with one single camera in combination with a measurement
tool equipped with photogrammetric targets, which are precalibrated in the local tool coordinate
system. Accuracy results obtained from simulation studies and measurement tests are reported. For a
camera-to-object distance of 2.5 m, the accuracy was found to be 0.01 mm.
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Consequently, photogrammetry is certainly able to determine robot pose accurately [75] although
these measurements require special and expensive equipment and processing huge amounts of image
data. Because of these reasons, nowadays photogrammetry is mainly limited for calibration, which is
performed only once during the setup of the robot at the factory, instead of a continuous tracking of the
pose. Recent and future developments are concentrated on higher dynamic applications, integration of
systems into production chains, multi-sensor solutions and lower costs.
Projected texture stereo vision technique is mainly used in bin picking applications [76,77]. The
task of picking random and unsorted objects from a container or a storage bin presents a number of
different challenges. A fast and reliable identification of one or several objects is required in terms of
shape, size, position and alignment (Figure 15). This information must be obtained and passed on to
the robot controller, which is essential to the ad hoc generation of collision-free robot paths. This is the
starting point for the use of robots in handling processes.
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models learned for the articulated objects to estimate their mechanism type, their current 
configuration, and to predict their opening trajectory. 
3.2. Time of Flight 
ToF sensors have several advantages for the development of robotic applications as they are 
quite compact and lightweight, and allow real-time 3D acquisition with high frame rate. They are 
used in scene-related tasks, generally involving mobile robots and large displacements, and in object-related 
tasks, involving instead robotic arms or humanoid-like robots and small depths. However, they 
involve some challenges as the quality of raw data is quite noisy. To overcome this limitation, some 
authors apply calibration methods to rectify the depth images in order to obtain better results. Others 
complement ToF camera information with color cameras to create a 3D point cloud with real features, 
with grayscale cameras for redundant stereo or with laser scanners. 
In the field of scene-related task, ToF camera capabilities in terms of basic obstacle avoidance 
and local path-planning are evaluated in [79] and compared to the performance of a standard laser 
scanner. May [80] presents a new approach for on-line adaptation of different camera parameters to 
environment dynamics. These adaptations enable the usage reliably in real world (changing) 
environments and for different robotic specific tasks. In [81,82] it is proposed the use of surface 
normals to improve 3D maps for badly conditioned plane detection. Others, such as [83,84], cope 
with ToF noisy point clouds using the Iterative Closest Point algorithm to find the relation between 
two point clouds. Arbeiter [85] performed an environment reconstruction for a mobile robot 
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Sturm [78] pres nts a a proach for detecting, tracking, and learning 3D articulatio mod ls for
doors and drawers using projected texture stereo vision syst m. The robot can use the generative
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models learned for the articulated objects to estimate their mechanism type, their current configuration,
and to predict their opening trajectory.
3.2. Time of Flight
ToF sensors have several advantages for the development of robotic applications as they are quite
compact and lightweight, and allow real-time 3D acquisition with high frame rate. They are used in
scene-related tasks, generally involving mobile robots and large displacements, and in object-related
tasks, involving instead robotic arms or humanoid-like robots and small depths. However, they
involve some challenges as the quality of raw data is quite noisy. To overcome this limitation, some
authors apply calibration methods to rectify the depth images in order to obtain better results. Others
complement ToF camera information with color cameras to create a 3D point cloud with real features,
with grayscale cameras for redundant stereo or with laser scanners.
In the field of scene-related task, ToF camera capabilities in terms of basic obstacle avoidance
and local path-planning are evaluated in [79] and compared to the performance of a standard laser
scanner. May [80] presents a new approach for on-line adaptation of different camera parameters
to environment dynamics. These adaptations enable the usage reliably in real world (changing)
environments and for different robotic specific tasks. In [81,82] it is proposed the use of surface
normals to improve 3D maps for badly conditioned plane detection. Others, such as [83,84], cope with
ToF noisy point clouds using the Iterative Closest Point algorithm to find the relation between two
point clouds. Arbeiter [85] performed an environment reconstruction for a mobile robot combining
a ToF camera with two color camera, which is the input for a modified fast-SLAM algorithm. This
algorithm is capable of rendering environment maps. Kuhnert and Netramai [86,87] combined a ToF
sensor and a stereo system for environment reconstruction.
For object-related tasks, ToF cameras have also been successfully used for object and surface
reconstruction, where the range of distances is smaller. Depending on the field of view of the camera,
multiple 3D point clouds need to be acquired and combined. In fact, the most common setup usually
includes a ToF camera mounted on the end-effector of a robotic arm to do the captures. Point cloud
registration is more critical in object modeling than in scene modeling. Even if the hand-eye system is
precisely calibrated, the displacement given by the robot is usually not enough and the transformation
between different point clouds has to be calculated. Some examples of object modeling and object
reconstruction can be found in [88–91]. For object manipulation, unknown and unsorted objects have
to be identified or categorized in order to be grasped. Generally, it is not necessary to completely
reconstruct the object. Some examples are described in [92–94].
Finally, for human-machine interaction, ToF does not require any special background and it is a
non-invasive technique, contrary to the widely extended use of special gloves, artificial marks, special
attached devices, etc. Thus, it is commonly used in human activity recognition than other vision
techniques as [95] points out. This work reviews the state of the art in the field of ToF cameras, their
advantages, their limitations, and their main applications for scene-related tasks, object-related tasks,
and tasks involving humans.
3.3. Structured Light
Positioning a robot with stereo vision depends on features visible from several points of view.
Structured light provides artificial visual features independent of the scene, easing considerably the
correspondence problem. The main inconvenience for robot guidance is the size of the sensors as they
include a projector, which makes them difficult to be attached to the end-effector of a robot. Figure 16
presents a solution where only one camera is attached to the end-effector (eye-in-hand) and a static
projector is installed illuminating the working pieces [96].
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The achieved accuracy is 3 mm, which is enough for thi concr e a pl cati n. This setup also
solves a problem related to the breaking of the hot lamp filament of the project due to vibrations if
it is moved around. On the oth r si e, an eye-in-hand setup avoids occlusions while it can perceive
more details during robot approaching to the scene. The selection of the adequate pattern is also
the main focus of most authors. Pagès [54] proposed a coded structured light approach as a reliable
and fast way to solve the correspondence problem in another eye-in-hand solution with the projector
aside the robot manipulator. In this case, a coded light pattern is projected providing robust visual
features independently of the object appearance for robot positioning. Experiments have demonstrated
that positioning the robot with respect to planar object provides good results even in presence of
occlusions. Results when using non-planar objects show that the camera motion is noisier, slower and
less monotonic.
Le Moigne [97] describes some of the important operational considerations and image processing
tasks required to utilize a non-scanning structured-light range sensor in path planning for robot
mobility. Particular emphasis is placed on issues related to operating in ambient lighting, smoothing
of range texture, grid pattern selection, albedo normalization, grid extraction, and coarse registration
of images to the projected grid. The created range map can be converted to a topography map for
planning short-range paths through the environment while avoiding obstacles.
The new approach of structured blue light is not very extended yet in industrial robotic
applications, but it is already being used for part identification and localization in [11], where a
mobile and collaborative robot has been developed for aerospace manufacturing industries. Once
the robot has reached the working station, it takes the camera, acquires images to get a point cloud
(Figure 17) and compares it with a CAD databank, in order to identify the part and its pose. The robot
also corrects its own pose to start with the assigned task (apply sealant or do a quality inspection). In
this case, the point cloud is highly accurate. However, as the sensor working distance is too short, the
robot has to be very close to the part and the scanned area is small. For small parts this is not a problem,
but for long ones it requires an accurate CAD matching algorithm in order to avoid deviations in the
robot trajectory.
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and, while it is a great innovation for robotics, it has some limitations. Algorithms use depth 
information for object recognition, but as the sensor produces a noisy point cloud, it is required to 
improve such information. One possible option is the combination of light coding sensors with HD 
cameras to obtain high resolution dense point cloud which can be used for robot guidance or pose 
correction. Experimental results reported in [98] show that this approach can significantly enhance 
the resolution of the point cloud on both indoor and outdoor scenes. The point cloud is at least ten 
times denser than the initial one only with the light coding sensor. 
To significantly improve the robustness of people detection on mobile robots, light coding 
cameras have been combined with thermal sensors and mounted on the top of a mobile platform in [99], 
since humans have a distinctive thermal profile compared to non-living objects. This approach also 
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3.4. Light Coding
Nowadays this technique is commonly used in videogames for people tracking. Besides, it is
been introduced in more and more industrial applications including robotics although an extra effort
is necessary to achieve accuracy for robot pose estimation, and safety requirements for workspace
monitoring in human-robot collaboration. It offers visual and depth data at a significantly low cost and,
while it is a great innovation for robotics, it has some limitations. Algorithms use depth information
for object recognition, but as the sensor produces a noisy point cloud, it is required to improve such
information. One possible option is the combination of light coding sensors with HD cameras to
obtain high resolution dense point cloud which can be used for robot guidance or pose correction.
Experimental results reported in [98] show that this approach can significantly enhance the resolution
of the point cloud on both indoor and outdoor scenes. The point cloud is at least ten times denser than
the initial one only with the light coding sensor.
To significantly improve the robustness of people detection on mobile robots, light coding cameras
have been combined with thermal sensors and mounted on the top of a mobile platform in [99], since
humans have a distinctive thermal profile compared to non-living objects. This approach also combines
classifiers created using supervised learning. Experimental results of this work have shown that the
false positive rate (exclusively achieved using only the light coding sensor) is drastically reduced. As
a drawback, some phantom detections near heat sources, such as industrial machines or radiators,
may appear. Light coding sensors are also combined with safety certificated 3D zone monitoring
cameras in [61]. Wang [100] combined virtual 3D models of robots with the information from the
sensor (images of operators) for monitoring and collision detection (Figure 18). 3D models, which are
used to represent a structured shop-floor environment and linked to real motion sensors, are driven to
mimic the behavior of the real environment. Light coding sensors add unstructured foreign objects,
including mobile operators, which are not present in the 3D models.
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This technique has been used in bin picking applications to pick up pieces, where it is necessary 
to recognize the piece and its pose. As it is necessary to scan the piece for 3D reconstruction, pieces 
are over a conveyor belt in [101] with a static camera and a static laser or camera and laser are 
integrated in robot tool for reconstruction and measurement as in [102]. Experimental evaluations of 
different line extraction algorithms on laser scans for mobile robots in indoor environments are 
presented in [103,104]. The comparison is carried out in terms of complexity, correctness and precision. 
An implementation of a flexible, sensory-controlled robotic welding system is presented in [105]. 
Conventional, non-adaptive, robot welding systems can only be used when the workpieces are highly 
repeatable and well fixtured. A steerable cone of laser light and machine vision are used for sensing 
of the weld joint location and determining the detailed 3D weld joint surface geometry ahead of the 
welding torch. Robust vision-processing schemes for the detection and recognition of laser stripe 
features in noisy images are developed and implemented using a pipelined processing architecture. 
Approaches are proposed and implemented to incorporate the visually determined offsets in robot 
path planning and to control the welding process parameters. Another example of weld tracking is 
presented in [106]. This work offers a low-cost system that guarantees satisfactory tracking results 
even when the welding gap geometry varies strongly. 
In [107] a sensor is created by coupling a camera and a laser stripe-. Positioning robotics tasks 
can be performed with good results, robustness and stability. Nevertheless, there are some 
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3.5. Laser Triangulation
This technique has been used in bin picking applications to pick up pieces, where it is necessary
to recognize the piece and its pose. As it is necessary to scan the piece for 3D reconstruction, pieces are
over a conveyor belt in [101] with a static camera and a static laser or camera and laser are integrated
in robot tool for reconstruction and measurement as in [102]. Experimental evaluations of different
line extraction algorithms on laser scans for mobile robots in indoor environments are presented
in [103,104]. The comparison is carried out in terms of complexity, correctness and precision.
An implementation of a flexible, sensory-controlled robotic welding system is presented in [105].
Conventional, non-adaptive, robot welding systems can only be used when the workpieces are highly
repeatable and well fixtured. A steerable cone of laser light and machine vision are used for sensing
of the weld joint location and determining the detailed 3D weld joint surface geometry ahead of the
welding torch. Robust vision-processing schemes for the detection and recognition of laser stripe
features in noisy images are developed and implemented using a pipelined processing architecture.
Approaches are proposed and implemented to incorporate the visually determined offsets in robot
path planning and to control the welding process parameters. Another example of weld tracking is
presented in [106]. This work offers a low-cost system that guarantees satisfactory tracking results
even when the welding gap geometry varies strongly.
In [107] a sensor is created by coupling a camera and a laser stripe-. Positioning robotics tasks
can be performed with good results, robustness and stability. Nevertheless, there are some constraints
such as some restrictions in the laser stripe projection on to the scene. It is necessary to choose the most
favorable location of the laser stripe during the calibration to achieve a robotics task under conditions
of optimum stability. Pears [108] described a wide field of view range sensor for short range mobile
robots maneuvers with an accuracy of 0.15% at l m, 1.3% at 2 m, and 3% at 2.5 m, and an average
projected power of 0.9 mW, which is eye-safe. Generally, in robotics applications, it is necessary to take
into account safety issues as human workers may be present. Depending on the laser power the sensor
can result inappropriate for humans because of safety reasons.
Other works about robot navigation using laser scanners are described in [109–111]. In [109]
the problems of self-localization of a mobile robot and map building in an a priori unknown indoor
environment are addressed. In [110] a method for tracking the pose of a mobile robot using a laser
scanner is presented. A new scheme for map building is proposed in [111]. This work describes
localization techniques for a mobile robot equipped with a laser rangefinder using line segments as the
basic element to build the map. According to the results, line segments provide considerable geometric
information about the scene and can be used for accurate and fast localization.
4. Discussion
Depending on the final goal of the application and the type of robot, different considerations and
factors need to be taken into account in order to select the most adequate vision technique:
‚ Accuracy of point cloud alignment and resolution. They are mainly determined by hardware
(sensor) and software (extraction, registration, segmentation, comparison, etc.), and in consistence
to the size of the object and the application purpose.
‚ Range of the sensor. The working distance will be determined by the accessibility of robot, size of
sensor and environment configurations
‚ Light weight. If the sensor is onboard or mounted in the end-effector, the robot has limited max
load weight to ensure its full dynamics.
‚ Safety issues. The robot might work closely with human workers, thus sensors should avoid
dangerous high-power laser to minimize any risk of accidents.
‚ Processing time. Processing time might be crucial to determine if a system is suitable for a certain
application, especially regarding moving robots with safety constraints, i.e., availability to detect
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and avoid collisions with humans or obstacles. Some techniques require that object and camera
remain static for the capture, thus they are not applicable for moving scenarios.
‚ Scanning environment. Lighting conditions, vibrations, camera movements, etc. can disturb the
quality of the 3D point cloud in some techniques. It is necessary to avoid these interferences.
‚ Hardware and software integration with other systems. The camera will be automatically controlled
by the own robot central control unit or by an external source. Ad hoc developments are oriented
towards the integration and, nowadays, most of current commercial vision systems are also
prepared to be connected to a robot and controlled by external software using SDKs or libraries.
‚ Budget. Outside of technical issues, for a real implementation, budget should also be considered.
A trade-off between cost and performance is necessary as most of the previous characteristics can
be achieved or improved incrementing the invested amount of money.
A comparison of vision techniques is presented in Table 2 in terms of accuracy, range, weight,
safety, processing time, and scanning environmental influences (Env. influences). Some quantitative
information is provided according to the referenced specific application. Stereo vision, structured light,
and laser triangulation can provide acceptable accuracy under certain conditions for most applications.
Except structured white light, active vision techniques need to be closer to the object as they have
a short working distance. Nowadays, there are light weight commercial sensors available to be
mounted on a robot. Structured white light sensors are in general the biggest. All techniques are not
dangerous for people, with the exception of some high power lasers that are not eye-safe. In terms of
processing time, photogrammetry requires processing a large amount of images, and structured light
techniques require that object and camera remain static during the acquisition process. Time of flight
and structured blue LED light are not influenced by environmental lighting conditions.
Table 2. Comparison of vision techniques in terms of accuracy, range, weight, safety, processing time,
and environmental influences.
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c ing and time of flight, hav   low the retical  ccuracy  nd are not valid for certain applications 
ere  the point cloud  is comp red with a CAD model  f  accurate part  localization, because  flat 
surfaces are represented with rather significant curvature. They can be used for part identification or 
for p ople and obje t  tracking considering  these accuracy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
used in scanning applications wh re the c pture is n t a single snapshot, but can be dangerous for 
people as  o  l er cl ses (high power) are n t eye‐safe. Finally, structured light provides accuracy, 
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Photogrammetry  is mainly use  in st tic  pplications because of  its  ccuracy, but physical marks, 
such as stickers or laser points, are necessary (marker‐based) and it is  ighly influenc d by bright ess 
and lights in industrial environments. Marks c  be avoided using feature trackers (markerl ss), but 
the density  of  the point  cloud would  be  low  if  surfaces  ar   t xtureless.  In  f ct,  low‐textured  or 
textureless  surfaces  are  also  an  inconveni nc   for  st r o vision  techniques with  conventional  2D 
cameras and it is necess ry to project a  ig  contrast lig t cre ting an artifici l texture to highlight 
points, features, etc. (projected texture stereo visi n). Other 3D active vis on techniqu s, such as light 
coding and time of flight, have  low theoretical accuracy and are not valid for certain applications 
where  the point cloud  is compared with a CAD mo el  f r accur t  part  localization, beca se  fl t 
surfaces are represented with rather significa t curvature. They can b  used for part identification or 
for people and object  tr cking considering  t ese accuracy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
used in scanning applications w ere the c ptur  is n t   si gle snap hot, but  an  e  angerous for 
people as some laser classes (high power) are not  ye‐safe. Fi lly, structured light provides accur cy, 
although sometimes  is  influenced by ambient  light  nd has proble s  to cr ate  th  3D m del  for 
surfaces of certain colors. Its main disadvantage is that most commercial sensors are quite big to be 
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Phot grammetry  is m inly u ed in static  ppli ations b au e of its c uracy, b t p sical marks, 
such as stickers or laser points, are necessary (marker‐based) and it is highly influenced by brightness 
and light  in industrial environments. Marks can be avoided using feature trackers (markerless), but 
the density  of  the p int  cloud wo ld  be  low  if  surfa es  are  textur less.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
t xtureless  urfaces  are  also  a   inconv ni nce  for  st re  v si n  technique  with  conventional  2D 
cameras and it is necessary to project a high contrast light creating an artificial texture to highlight 
points, features, etc. (projected texture stereo vision). Other 3D active visi n techniques, such as light 
codi g and time of flight, h ve  low theoreti al accuracy and  re not valid for certain applications 
whe e  th  point cloud  i   ompared with   CAD mo el  for  ccu at  p rt  localiz tion ecause  fl t 
surfaces are represented with rather significant curvature. They can be used for part identification or 
for people and object  tr cki g considering  thes  accuracy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
used in scanning appli ations where the captu  is not a single s pshot, but can be dangerous for 
people as some laser cla ses ( igh p wer) a e not ye‐safe. Finally,  ructur d light provides accuracy, 
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the density  of  the point  cloud would  be  low  if  surfaces  are  t xtureless.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
textureless  surfaces  are  al o  an  inconvenience  f r  stereo vision  techniques w th  conventional  2D 
cam ras and it is nec ssary to project a high contrast light creating an art ficial texture t ighlight 
points, features, etc. (projected texture stereo vision). Other 3D active vision techniques, such as light 
coding and time of flight, have  low theoretical accuracy and are not valid for certain applications 
where  the point cloud  is compared with a CAD model  for accurate part  localization, because  flat 
surfaces are represented with rather significan  curvature. They can be used for part identifi ation or 
for p ople and object  tracking co sidering  these accuracy  issu s. Laser  techniques are commonly 
used in scanning applications where the capture is not a single snapshot, but can be dangerous for 
people as some laser classes (high power) are not eye‐safe. Finally, structured light provides accuracy, 
although sometimes  is  influenced by ambient  light and has problems  to create  the 3D model  for 
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Table 3 compares a vantages and disadvantag  of the reviewed t chniques for robot guidanc . 
Photogrammetry  is mainly used in static applicati ns beca se of  its accuracy, but physical marks, 
such as stickers or laser points, are nec ssary (m rker‐based) and it is highly influenced by brightness 
a  lights in industrial environme ts. Marks can be avoided using feature trackers (markerless), but 
the density  of  the point  cloud  ould  be  low  if  surfac s  are  textureless.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
textureless  surfaces  are  also  a   inc nveni nc   for  s reo vision  techniques with  conventional  2D 
came as and it is necessary to project a high contrast light cre t ng an a tificial texture to highlight 
poin s, features, etc. (projected texture stereo vision). Other 3D active vision tec niques, such as light 
coding and  ime of flight, have  low the retical accuracy and are not valid for  ertain applications 
where  the point cloud  is compared with a CAD mo el for accurate part localization, beca s   flat 
surfac s a e represented with r ther signif cant curv tur . They can be us d for part identification or 
fo  people  nd object  rack considering  these acc r cy issues. Laser  t chniques are commonly 
used in scanni g applica ions where the capture is not a single sn pshot, but can be dangerous for 
p opl  as some laser class s (high pow r) are not eye‐ afe. Finally, structured light provides accuracy, 
although  sometimes  is  influenced by a bient  light and has p obl ms  to creat   the 3D model  for 
surface   f certain color . Its main d advantage is that most commercial sensors are quite big to be 
carried by a robot. Ac ually,  researc   nd d ve opment efforts  re c centrated on miniaturizing 
sensors or on se arating the projector and the sensor so that only one is on ard the robot. In this 




process.  Time  of  fli t  nd  structured  blue  LED  l ght  are  not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighting conditions. 
Table 2. Comp rison of visi n techniques in te ms of accuracy, range, weight, safety, processing time, 
and environmental influences. 
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Photog ammet y  i   inly used i  st t c  pplica ions  ecause of its accuracy, but physical marks, 
such as  tickers or laser p nts, re necessary (marker‐b sed)  d it is highly influenced by brightness 
and light  i  i dustrial enviro ments. Ma ks can be  void d using feature trackers (markerless), but 
the d nsity  of  th  point  cloud would  be  low  if  surfaces  are  textureless.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
t xtur l s  surfac s  are  als an  i o v nien e for  ereo vision  techniques with  conventional  2D 
mera and it is ne ess ry to p oject   h gh contras l g t crea ing an ar ificial texture to highlight 
points, f atures, etc. (projected  exture stereo vision). Other 3D active vision techniques, such as light 
coding and time of flight, h v low theoretical accur cy and are not valid for certain applications 
whe t  po nt  loud c mpared wi  a CAD m del f r accurate part localization, because  flat 
surfaces are rep esented w th r ther significant curv ure. They can be used for part identification or 
for pe ple and object  tracking considering  thes  accuracy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
used in scanning applicati s wher  the capture is not a single snapshot, but can be dangerous for 
e pl s some la er clas es (high power) are  t eye‐safe. Fi ally, structured light provides accuracy, 
although sometim   is influenc d by ambient  light and has problems  to create  the 3D model  for 
surf ces of certain colors. Its  ain disadvantage is that most commercial sensors are quite big to be 
carried by a robot. Actually,  res arch and devel p e t efforts are concentrated on miniaturizing 
sensors or on sepa ating the projector and the senso  so  hat only one is onboard the robot. In this 
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T bl  3  ompa es adv nt ges and disa v tages of the reviewed techniques for robot guidance. 
Photogrammetry  is mainly u ed in st tic appli ations be ause of  its accuracy, but physical marks, 
such as stickers or laser points, are necessary (marker‐bas d) and it is highly influ nced by brightness 
nd lights in industrial nviro m ts. Marks can b  avoided using feature trackers (markerless), but 
the  en ity  of  the point  cloud would  b   low  if  surf ces  are  textureless.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
textureless  urfaces  ar   also  a   inconv ie ce  for  stereo vision  techniques with  conventional  2D 
cameras and it is necess ry to project a high cont ast light creating an artificial texture to highlight 
points,  atures, etc. (pr j cte  texture stereo visi ). Other 3D active vision techniques, such as light 
oding and time of flight, have  low the retical  curacy  nd a e not valid for certain applications 
ere  the poi t cl ud  is comp red with a CAD model  f  accurat  part  l calization, because  flat 
surfaces  re r present d with rath r significa t curvature. They can be used for part identification or 
for p ple and  bj t  tra king consid ring  thes  acc racy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
us  in scan ing ap lications wh e the c pture is n t a single snapshot, but can be dangerous for 
people as  ome l er cl sses (high power) are n t eye‐safe. Finally, structured light provides accuracy, 
although sometim s  is  influenced by ambi nt  light and has problems  to create  the 3D model  for 
urfaces of certain  ol s. Its main disadvant ge is that most commercial sensors are quite big to be 



















































































       (sun) 
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   (b ightn s) 
Table 3 co pares advantag s and dis van ages of the re ewed techniques for r bot guidance. 
Photogrammetry  is mainly used in  tatic app icati ns because of its a cur cy, but physical marks, 
such as stickers or laser points, are n essary (marker‐bas d) and it is highly influenced by brightness 
and lights in ind strial environm ts. Marks ca  be avoided usi g f ature trackers (markerless), but 
the density  of  the point  cloud w uld  be low if  surf es  are textureless.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
textureless  surfaces  are  also  an  i convenie ce  for  s reo vision  chniques w th  con entional 2D 
cameras and it is  ecessary to project a hig  contrast light cre ting an artificial texture to highlight 
points, feature , etc. (proj ted textur  stereo visio ). Ot r 3D active vision t chniq es, such as light 
coding and time of flight, have  l w the r tical a cur cy and  r  n valid for certain app ic tions 
where  the point cloud  is compared with a CAD m del  fo   ccura e part localizati n, beca se  flat 
surfaces  re represented with rath r significant curvature. They can be used for p rt identification or 
for people and object  tracking c sidering  th e  ccura y  issues. Laser  t chniques are commonly 
used in scanning applications  h re  he capture is  ot   s ngle snapshot, but can be  ange us for 
people as some laser classes (high p we ) ar  not eye‐safe. F ally, s ru ture light provide  accuracy,









pr cess.  Time  of  flig t  and  structured  blue  LED  light  are  not  influ nced  by  environmental 
lighting condi ions. 
Table 2. Compariso  of vis on techniques in terms o  accuracy, r ge weight, safety, processing time, 
and e viro mental influences. 
















































































Table 3 comp res a va tages  d disadvantages of h reviewed techniq es for robot guidance. 
Photogrammetry  is m inly u ed  n static  ppli ations b a se of its accura y, b t p sical marks, 
uch  s stickers or laser points, are necess ry (marker‐based) and it is highly influenc d by brightness 
and light  i  industrial  nvir nme ts. Marks  an be avoided  sing feature trackers (markerless), but 
the dens ty of  the p int  clou w uld be  lo if  surf es  a e  textur ess.  I fact,  l w‐textured  or 
textureless  surfaces  are  also  a   inconv ni nce  f r  stere  visi n  techniqu s wit   conventional  2D 
cameras and it is nec sary to pr je t a h  contrast light cre ting an artificial texture to highlight 
poi ts, features, e c. (p ojected texture stereo vision). Other 3D a tive visi n techniques, such as light 
codi g and time of flight, have  low th o ti l accuracy  n   re not valid for certain applications 
where  the point clou i  compared with   CAD  od l  fo  accu at  p rt  lo liz tion ecause  fl t 
su faces are repres nted with rather significant curvature. They can be used for part identification or 
f r peo le and object  tr cki g co sidering  the  accuracy  issues. La er  te hniques are commonly 
used in sc nni g appli ations wh re the  p u  is ot a single s shot, but c n be dangerous fo  
people as  ome laser cla ses (high p wer) a e not e e‐safe. Finally, s ructur d light provides accuracy, 
al hough sometim s  is  influenced by ambient  light and has problems to create  the 3D model  for 
surfa es of certain colors. Its m in disadvantage is that most commercial sensors are quite big to be 
carried by   robot. Actually,  research and developm nt effor s are concentr ted o  miniaturizing 
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Table 3 com res advantages a d disa va tages of the reviewed tech iques for r ot g ida ce. 
Photo rammetry  is mai ly used i  static applications becau e of  its acc r cy, but physical marks, 
such as stickers or laser p ints, are necessary (marker‐b s d) and it is highly i fluenc  by brightness 
and lights in ind stri l e ironments. Marks can be a oided usi g feat re track rs (markerless), but 
the densit   of  the poi t  cloud would  be  low  if  s rfaces  ar   textureless.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
textureless  surfaces  are  also  an  inc nv ience  for  stereo vision  techniques with  c ve tional  2D 
cameras and it is necessary to pr ject a high contrast l ght  re ting an artificial t xture to highlight 
points, features, etc. (projected texture stereo vision). Ot er 3 activ  vision t chniques, such as light 
c ding and time of flight, have  low t e retical accuracy a d are not vali  for certain applications 
where  t  point cl ud  is compar d with   CAD mo el  for accurate part  localiz tion, because  fl t 
surfaces are represented wit  r t r signific t curvature. Th y can be used for part identific tion  r 
for  eople and object  tracking consid ring  thes accuracy  issues. Laser  techniq es a e commonly 
used in scanning applicati s where the capture is  ot a single snapshot, but can b  da gerous f r 
peo le as s me laser class s (hig  p wer) are not eye‐s fe. Finally, structured li ht provides accuracy, 
althoug  s metimes  is  influenc d by  mbi nt  lig t and has  r blems  t  creat   t e 3   o el  for 
surfaces of certai  colors. Its main disadvant ge is th t most c mmercial se s rs are quite big to be 
carri d by a robot. Actually,  res arch a d development efforts are concentrat   n miniaturizing 
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T ble 3 comp r s a vantages  nd dis dvantag s of the reviewed techniques for r ot guida ce. 
Photo r mmetry  is mai ly used i   tatic applicati ns because of  its acc racy, but physical marks, 
suc  as stickers or laser points, are nec ssary (m rker‐b s d) an  it is  ighly i fluenced by b ightness 
a  lights i  industri l e ironme ts. Marks can be a oided  si g feat re trackers (markerl ss), but 
the density  of  the point  clo d  ould  be  l w  if  s rf c s  ar   textureless.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
t xtureless  surfaces  are  also  a   inc ni nce  for  s reo visi n  techniques with  c ventional  2D 
cameras and it is necessary to pr ject a high contrast light cre t ng an  tifici l t xture to highlight 
poi s, features, etc. (projected texture ster o vision). Other 3D active vision t c niques, such  s light 
coding an   ime of flight, hav   low t eoretical accuracy a  are not vali  for  ertain applications 
wher   th  poi t cloud  is compar d with a CAD model for accurate part localization, because  flat 
surf c s are represe ted with r t r sig ifica t curv tur . They can be us d for part identification  r 
for  ople  n  object  track con id ring  thes  accur cy issues. Laser  t chniq es are commonly 
used in scanni g applica io s where the capture is not a si gle sn ps ot, but can b  dangerous f r 
p o l  as s me laser class s (hig  pow r) are not eye‐ fe. Finally, structured light provides accur cy, 
alt g   sometimes  is  influe c d by  mbient  light and has  blems  to cre te  the 3D model  for 
surfaces  f c rt in color . Its main d advantage is that most c mmercial sensors are quite big to be 
carri d by a robot. Actually,  res arch a d d velopment efforts  re c centrate  on miniaturizing 
sensors or on se arating the projector nd the sensor so that only one is o ard the robot. In this 
sense, the  ew ev lutio  of this t chnique called structured blue LED light p ovides accuracy with a 
small sensor. 
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process.  Time  of  flight and  structured  blue  LED  light  are  not  influe ced  by  environmental 
lighti g conditions.
Table 2. Comparison of vision techniques in terms of ac uracy, range, weight, saf ty, processing time, 
and environment l influences. 
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Table 3 compares advantages and dis dva tages of the rev ew  techniques for robot guidance. 
Photogrammetry  is m i ly us d  stati  applications bec us  of  its accuracy,  t physical marks, 
such as st ckers or las  poi ts, re nece sary (mark r‐based) and i  is  ighly influ nced by brightn ss 
d lights i  indus rial e vironme ts. Marks c n b   v id d usi g fe ture trackers (markerless), but 
th  d nsity  f the point  loud would  be  low  if  surf ces  are  t t r less.  In  f ct,  low‐textured  or 
t xtu l s   surfaces  are  als   an  inconv ie ce for  stereo visi   techniques wit   conventional  2D 
cam ras d it is  ece s r  to proj ct    igh contrast light  rea ing an artificial texture to highlight 
points, f a res, etc. (proj ct d text re s e   ision). O er 3D activ  vi ion tech iques, such as light 
c din and time of flight, h ve  low th oret c l ac racy nd  re  t valid for certain applications 
w ere  the poi t cloud  is comp red with a CAD m el  for  cc rate p rt  localiz tion, bec use  flat 
surfac s are re res nted wit  r ther significant curva re. Th y can b  used for part identification or 
for  eople  nd  bj ct  tr cking con id ring  these accu cy issues. L ser  techniques are commonly 
us   n scan ing applic io s where  he c ptur  is n t a si gle sna sh t, b t ca  be dangerous f r 
o l  as  o  laser classes ( igh p r) are not ey ‐safe. Fin lly, structured light provides accuracy, 
alth g  som times  is  i fluenced by  bi t  light a d has pr bl s  to create  the 3D model  for 
surface  of cer in col rs. Its ma  disadv ntage is that m st commercial sensors are quite big to be 
carried by a obot. Actually,  r search and development eff r s are concentrated on miniaturizing 
sensors or on separating t e projector  nd  he sensor so that only one is onboard the robot. In this 
sense, the  ew ev lution  f this technique called structured blue LED light provides accuracy with a 
small sensor. 
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proc ss.  Time  of  flig t  and  structur d  blue  LED  light  are  not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighting conditions. 
Table 2. Comparison of vision techniques in terms of accur cy, range, weigh , safety, processing time, 
and  vironmental influences. 
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T bl  3 compares adv ntag s an  disad a t g s of the r vi wed techn ques for robot guidance. 
Photogrammetry  i  m inly used i  st tic applica ion  because of  its ac uracy, but physical marks, 
s h as stick rs o  laser p i ts, ar   ecessary (marker‐based) and it is highly influenced by brightness 
and  ight i  i dustri l  nvi o m ts. Marks can e avoided using f ature trackers (markerless), but 
t e de sity  o the point  clo d wo ld  be  low  if surfaces  are  texturel ss.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
text r le s surfaces  are  al o  an  inco n ence f r  stere  vis on  techniques with conventional  2D 
c mer s a d it is  ecess y t  pr ject a  ig contr st light creating an a t ficial texture to highlight 
p in s, featur s, e c. (pr jected textur  ster vis ). Other 3D ac ive visio  techniques, such as light 
codi g and time of flight, h v l w theoretic l accur cy and are not valid f r certain applications 
where  t e point cloud  is c mp r d with a CAD m d l f r accurate part  localization, because  flat 
faces  re r prese t d with rather sig i ican  curvatur . They can be used f r part identification or 
for people and object  track g con id i g  th se  ccur cy  issues. Laser  techniqu s are commonly 
used in sca ni g ap lica ions where   capt re is n t a single snapshot, b t can be dangerous for 
people   s m  laser class s ( ig   wer) are not eye‐saf . Fi all , structured light provides accuracy, 
alt o gh s m ti es  is  infl enc by ambient  light a d has pr blems  to create  the 3D model  for 
surf ces of c rtain c lors. Its  in disa vanta e is th t mo t commercial sens rs are quite big to be 
ca ried b  a robot. A tually,  research d dev lop ent efforts re co centrated  miniaturizing 
s  r  n s parati g t  projec or nd the sens r   tha  only one is onb ard the robot. In this 
















































































      (sun) 
Laser 




   (brigh s ) 
T ble 3 compares advantages a d disadvantages of t  reviewed techniques for robot g idance.
Photogramm try  is mai ly  sed in sta ic applic tions b cause of  its accuracy, but physi al marks,
such as stickers or laser points, are necessary (marker‐based) and it is high y influenced by brigh nes
and lights in industrial environments. Marks can be avoided using fe tur  trackers (mark rles ), bu
the density  of  the point  cloud would  be  low if  surfac s  are  texturele s.  In  fact,  low‐ extured 
textureless  surfaces  are  also  an  i conve ienc   f r  ste eo vi ion  techniqu s with  con nti nal  2D
cameras and it is necess ry to project a high contrast light creati g   artificial texture to highlight
oints, features, etc. (projected texture stereo vision). Other 3D active vision tec niques, such as light
coding and time of flight, have  low theoretical accuracy and a e not valid for c rtain applications
where  the point cloud  is compare  with a CAD mo el  f r accurate p rt  localiz tion, b cause  flat
su faces are repre ented with  athe  significant curvature. They c n be used for part identification or
for people a d obj ct  tracking consi ring  the  accuracy  issues. Laser  techniques ar  c mmonly
used in scanning applications where the capture is not a single snapshot, but can be da gerous for
people as s me laser classes (high power) are not eye‐safe. Finally, structured light provides accuracy, 
although sometimes  is  influenced by ambient  light an  has problems  to create  th  3D  o el  for 
surfaces of certain colors. Its main dis dvantage is that most commercial s sors are quite big to b  
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T ble 3  o p res a v ntag   disadva tages of t  r viewed tech iques for r bo  g idanc .
Photogramm try  is m i ly used in sta ic applications b c s of  i s  ccur y, but physi al mark ,
uch as stick rs or laser p ints, are  ecess ry (mark r‐bas d) an  it is h gh y influenc d by brigh n s
and lights in ind strial environm nts. Marks c n be avoided using f atu e tr ck rs (mark rles ), bu
the density  of  the poi t  cloud would  be low if  surfa s  a   t xturele s.  In  fact, l w‐ extur d 
textureless  surfac s  are  also  an  i c nve ienc f r  st o vi o   techniqu s w t   conv i n l  2D
cameras and it is necess ry to proje t a  igh contrast light c ati g    tificial texture to highlig t
oin s, fe tures, etc. (pr jected texture stereo vision). Other 3 act v  visi  t c iques, su h as light
coding and time of flight, have  low theor tical accuracy and a e not v lid f r certain applic ions
where  the point cl ud  is compare  wi h a CAD model  f r accur te p rt  localiz t on, b cause  fl t
su faces are rep esented with  the signific nt  urv tur . Th y c  be us  for  rt id tific tion or
for people a d object  track ng conside ing  the  accuracy  issues. Las r  techniq s  re c mmonly
used i  scanni g applicatio  w re   c p ure is n t  single snapshot, b t ca be dangerou for
people as s me l ser class s (high p wer) are not  ye‐safe. Fi ally, structured light pr vides accur cy, 
although sometimes  is  influenced by ambi nt  light  nd h s pr blems  t  creat   the 3D m del  for 
surfaces of certain colors. Its main di advant g  is t at most commercial se sors  r quit  big  o be 
ca ried by a robot. Actually,  research d d v lopm nt efforts  r  concentrated  miniaturizing





process.  Ti e  of  flight  and  structured  bl e  LED  light  are  not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighting conditions. 
Table 2. Compariso  of vision tech iqu s in  erms of accuracy, range, weight, safety, processing time, 
and  nvironme tal influences. 
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Table 3 compares advantage  and  is dvantage  of the reviewed techniques for ro o guidance. 
Photogra metry  is mainly used in sta ic a plicati ns because of its accuracy, but physical marks, 
such  s s ick rs  r las r poi ts, ar  nec sary (m rker‐ba ) a it is highly nfl e ced by brightness 
and lights in indus rial envi onm nt . M rks can b   voided usi g fea ur   ackers (m rk rless), but 
he density  of  th  point  cloud would  b low  if  surfaces are  textureless.  In  fact,  low‐ extured  or 
textureless  surfaces  ar   also  an  inconvenien e  for  st r  vision  techniques with  conv nti nal  2D 
cameras  n t   ecess y t proj t a h h  ntr st l ght c e ti n  rt fici l texture to highlight 
points, f atures, etc. ( r jecte textu  st r o vision). Oth r 3D  tiv vision tech s, su h as light 
coding and ime of flight, have  ow theor tic l accuracy an   re not valid fo  certain applications 
where  the point cloud  is comp red with a CAD model  for accur te part  localization, because  flat 
urface re  epre t d w th r t r  ignific cu vat e. They c n be used f r p t id ntifi ation   
f r people and obj ct  tracking considering  th se  cc racy i su s. Laser  tech iques are c mmonly 
us d in s anning appl catio s wher  the captur is not a single s apshot, but can be dangerous for 
people as some laser classes (high po )  re  t ey ‐saf . Finally, structured ligh  provides ac uracy, 
although s me im s is  influe c d by a bi nt  light a  h s pro lem   to c eate  the 3D model  f r 
surfaces of certain color . Its main disadvan age is  at most commercial sensors are quite big to be 
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proc ss.  Tim   of flight  and  tructured  blue  LED  light  are  not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighting conditions. 
Table 2. Comparison of vision techniques in term  of accu a y, range, weight, safety, processing time, 
and environmental influences. 















































































T bl  3 comp r s advantag s  nd disadv n ag s of t e  viewe  t niques fo  ro ot  uid ce.
Photo ramm ry  is mai ly use  i  st c applicatio s b cause of  it   ccur cy, but p ysi al marks,
s c s stick r  or la er poi ts, are n es ry (m rker‐bas d) and it is high y i fluenced by brigh nes
a d lights in ndustri l e ironments. Marks c be  voided si g fe ure tra kers (mark rl s ), bu
the  sity of  the point  clo d wo ld  be  low if su f s  ar textur le s.  In  f ct,  low‐ extured 
t xtur les   su faces  ar   l o  a   i c v i nc for t eo vi ion  techniqu s with  conventional  2D
cam ras and   i ne ss ry to  r j ct a  ig  contra t ligh  cre t g an rt ficial t xture t ighligh
oints, fe t res,  tc. ( r j cted t xture s r o v sion). O her 3D active v sion t c niques, such as light
codi g an  tim  of flight, h v   low t or ical a c acy nd a  not vali  for certain applications
where  th  point cloud c mpar  with a CAD m l  f r accurate p r local z tion, b cause  flat
su faces  e represe t d with  at sig ifica t curv ure. Th y c n be used for  art  dentification or
for ple a d obj ct  r cking con id ring  t e a c racy  issu s. Las r  techniq es are c mmonly
u d in scan ing plications where the capture is not a si gle snapshot, but can   dangerous f r
people as s me laser class s (high power) are not eye‐s fe. Fi ally, str ctured light provides accuracy, 
a th ugh sometimes  is  influenc d by  mbi nt  light and  s pr bl s  to cre t   th  3D model  for 
surface  of c rtai  color . Its main disadvantage is that most c mmercial se sors are quite big to be 
car i d by a robot. Actually,  res arch d devel pm nt  fforts  r  conc ntrate  on miniaturiz ng 
sensors or on s par ting the p oje r and the se s r so at  nly o e is onboard the robot. In this 




process.  Time  of  flight  and  structured  blue  LED  light  are  not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighting conditions. 
Table 2. Comparison of vision techniq es in terms of accuracy, range, weight, s ety, processing time, 
and envir nme tal i fl ences. 
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Table 3 co p res ad ant g  and disadvantages of the review d techniques for robo  guidance. 
Phot gramme ry  is  ainl  us d in stat c  pplic tion   ecau of  its  c uracy, b t physical marks, 
such as stick rs or las r poi ts, are necessary (marker‐bas d) and it is highly influenced by brightness 
an  l hts i  indust i l e v ronm nt . Marks can be avo ded using feature trackers (m kerless), but 
the  ensity  f  he point  cloud wo ld  be  low  if  surfac s are  textur l ss.  In  fact,  low‐t xt red  or 
t xtur l ss  u fac s  ar   also  n  i nv nien e  for  t o v sion  technique w th  co venti nal  2D 
c meras  d it is n ss ry to pr ject a hi h  ontr st light creating  n artifi ial texture to highlight 
points, feature , etc. (proj c d texture stereo vision). Other 3D active vision tech iqu s, such as light 
coding  nd ti e of fl t, h v   low  he reti al a cur cy a d are not vali  for certain applications 
whe   t  poi t  loud  mp red wi  a CAD m el f   ccur te p rt loc lization,  c us   flat 
s rf c s  re re resent d with rather significa t curvat re. Th y can be used for part identification  r 
for people  nd obj ct  tracking considering  th se accuracy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
used in scan ing  p lications wher  the capture is not   sin le snapshot, but can be dangerous for 
pe pl s some l ser clas es ( igh power) are  t  ye‐s fe. Fi ally, truc ur d light provi s accuracy, 









process.  Time  of  flight  and structur   lue  LED  light  re  not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighti g  onditions. 
Table 2. Comparison of vision techn ques in term  of accuracy, range, weight, safety, processing time, 
and  nvironmental influenc s. 
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Tabl  3  mpar s adv ntages a d disadvantages of the reviewed technique  for robot guidance. 
Photogr mm try is m inly used  n static applications b cause of  i s accuracy, but physical marks, 
su  as  tic or l ser po t , re ne es y (marker‐b sed) and it is highly influenced by brightness 
and light i nd st ial envi nm nts. Mark   an b avoi ed using feature trackers (markerless), but 
th  density of  th  po t  cloud w uld be  low  f  surfac s  are  textureles .  In fact,  low‐textured  or 
text eless  surfac s  are  also  an  inco venien e  for  stereo vision t chniques with  conventional  2D 
ca r s a d it i   ssary to proj ct a h gh co tr st light creating  n artifi i l texture to highlight 
ints, f atur s, e c. (pr j c ed t xt r  ste o v ion). Other 3D active vision techniques, such as light 
coding  nd tim of flight, have low th oretic l accura y and are not valid for certain applications 
er   the p int clo d is co p d with a CAD model  for accurate part  localization, because  flat 
ur  a   pr ted with ra r s gnifica   urva re. They can be used for part identification or 
for peop e d j ct  tr cking consider g  th se cu cy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
u ed in scanning ppl c tio  w e  the capture is not a  ingle snapshot, but can be dangerous for 
pe pl  as so e laser lass s (high p wer) are n t eye‐safe. Finally, structured light provides accuracy, 
t ug metim s  is  influence by ambi n light a d h s problems  t  create e 3D model  for 
su f ces of cert in c lors. Its main disadv ntage is that m st comm rcial sensors are quite big to be 
c rrie  by a robot. Actually,  research and development efforts are concentrated on miniaturizing 
se sors or on separating the project r and the sensor so that only one is onboard the robot. In this 
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T ble 3 compares advantages a  disadva tages of t  r viewed t hniques for robot g ida .
Photogramm try  is mainly use  in st ic  pplic tion  b cause of  its accuracy, b  physi l  rks
such as stickers or laser points, are n cessary (m rk r‐bas d)  d it is high y influe c d by brigh es
and lights in industrial environments. Marks c  be avoi ed usi g f at r  trackers (m rk rl s ), b
the density  of  the poi t  loud would  be  low if  urfac s  r   textur le s.  I   f ct,  low‐ extured 
textureless  surfaces  ar   al   an  i conve ienc   f r  t o vi i n  techniqu s with  conv ti nal  2D
cameras and it is necess ry to pr ject a  ig  c ntra t light cr ti   n art ficial textur  to highlight
oints, features, etc. (projected texture ster o visio ). Other 3D ac ive vision tec niqu s, such a light
coding and time of flight, h ve  l w theoretical accur cy an  a  not valid f r certai  applicatio s
where  th  point cloud  is compar  with a CAD mo l  f r accurate p rt  lo liz ti , b ca s   fl t
su faces are re re ented with  ath  signific t curvature. They c  be used for part id ntification or
for people a d object  tr cking con idering  t e  accuracy  issues. L ser  techniques are c mmonly
used in scanning applications where the c pture is n t   single snapshot, but c n  e da gerous for
people as s me laser classes (high power) are not  y ‐safe. Fi ally, structured light provides a cur cy, 
although sometimes  is  influenced by ambient  light  n  has probl   to create  t  3D  od l  for 
surfaces of certain colors. Its main dis dvantage is that  ost commercial se s rs are quit  big to b  
carried by a robot. Actually,  research a d developm nt  fforts are conc ntrated on miniaturizing 
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process.  Time  of  flight  and  struct re   l   LED  ligh   are  not  influenced  by  environ ental 
lighting conditi ns. 
Table 2. Compariso  of vision techniques in terms of accuracy, range, weight, safety, processing time, 
and envir nme tal i fl ences. 
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Tab e 3 co p res ad antages a d disa vantages of t e rev ewed tec niqu  for robot guidance.
Phot grammetry  s mainly us  in s atic a pli tions b au o   t   c ur y, but p sical m ks,
such as stickers or lase  points, ar nec ry (mark r‐ba d) and it  s  ighly nflue ced by brightne s
and light  in industrial envir nm s. Mark a  be avoided using f a rackers (markerless), bu
the density  of  the p int  loud  o ld be  low  f  surfa   ar   textur l s.  In  f ct,  low‐textured  or
t xtureless  urfaces re al   a   inc nv ni nc   fo   st re  v i   hn que  w t   co vention l  2D
cameras and  t is necessary to proje t a  igh  ontrast ligh cre ti     ifici  t xtur  to highligh
points, f atu s, tc. (p ojecte  texture stereo vision). Other 3D a tive visi  te hniques, such as light
c di g and time of flight, h v   lo  the eti al a curacy and  re not v lid for certain applications
whe e  th  poi t cloud is  om ar d with  CAD  o l f r  cu t p t  lo aliz ti n e ause  fl t
surfaces  re repre ted with rather signi ic  cur atur . T y can be u e  f r p t id ntificati n or
for p ople and object  tracki g consideri g thes  accuracy  i su s. Las r  te hniques are commonly
used in scanning  ppli ations wh re  e captu  is no a single s pshot, but can b  dangerous for
people as some laser classes ( igh p wer) are not ye‐safe. Finally,  tructur d light provides  ccuracy,
although s m times  s  influenc d by  mbient  light and  s pr blems  to create  the 3D model  for









process.  Time  of  flight  and  structured  blue  LED  light  ar   not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighting conditions. 
Table 2. Comparison of visi n techniques in terms of accuracy, ra ge, we ght, safety, processing time, 
and environmental influences. 
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T ble 3 pares a va ta s a d disa van ages of t e rev w d techniques f r  obot gu dance.
Photogramm try  is m i ly us d in sta ic application  b ca se of  i s acc r y, but physi al mark ,
such as stickers or laser points, are necess ry (marker‐based) and it is high  influenced by brigh nes
and lights in industrial environments. Marks can be avoided using f atu e tr ckers (mark rles ), bu
the density  of  the p int  cl ud woul be low if  s rfa s  are  texturele s.  In  fact, low‐ extured 
t xtureless  surfac s  are  lso  an  i conve i nc   for  st e  vi ion techniqu s with  c v nti nal  2D
cam ras and it is nec ss ry to pr je t a high contras light cre ti g an art fic al texture t ighlight
oints, features, etc. (pr jected texture stereo visi n). Other 3D active vision tec niq es, such as light
coding and time of flight, have  low t eoretical accuracy a d a e not v lid f r certain applica ions
where  the point cloud  is compar  wi h a CAD model  f r accur te p rt  localiz t on, b cau e flat
su faces are r p esented with  athe  sign fica  curv t r . They c n be u ed for par  id t fica ion or
fo p opl  a d object  tracking consid ring  the accuracy  iss s. Las r  te niqu s are c m only
used in scanni g applicati ns where the cap ure is not   single snapshot, but can be dangerou for
people as s me l ser classes (high power) ar  not  ye‐safe. Fi ally, structured light pr vides accuracy, 
althoug  sometimes  is  influ ced by ambient  light and  as problems  to create  t e 3D mo l  for 
surfac s  f certain color . Its mai  dis antage is tha  mos mmercial s nsors a  q ite big to b  
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T ble 3 c mp res a vantages and isad antag s of t e  eviewed  echnique  fo  r o uidance.
Photogramm ry  is ma ly used in sta ic applicati s b cause of  its acc racy, but p ysi al marks,
such as stickers or laser points, are ne ss ry (m rker‐based) and it is high y influenced by brigh nes
a  lights in industrial environme ts. Marks can be a oided using f re tra kers (mark rles ), bu
the d sity of  the poi t  cl ud  o ld  be  l w if  s rfac s  are texturele s.  I   f ct,  low‐ exture  
textur less  surfaces  are  also    i c nve i nc   for  o vi ion  tech iqu s with  c ventional 2D
c me as and  i nec ss ry to  roj ct a high contra t light cre t g an a tificial texture to hig light
oin s, fe tures, etc. ( r j cted texture stereo v sion). Other 3D active vision tec niques, s ch as light
coding and  im  of flight, hav   low t eor tical accuracy and a  not valid for  ertain applications
where  the point cloud   compare  with a CAD mod l f r accurate p rt local z tion, b cause  flat
su fac s are represented wit   the  significa t curvatur . Th y c n be us d for  art  d ntification or
fo   eople  d obj ct  r ck co sidering  t e  a c r cy issues. Laser  t ch iques are c mmonly
us d in scanni g applica ions where the capture is not a single sn shot, but can be da gerous for
p o l  as s me laser class s (hig   ow r) are not eye‐ afe. Finally, structured lig t provides accuracy, 
althoug  sometimes  is  influenced by ambi t  light and  as  bl ms  to create  the 3D model  for 
surface   f c rtain co or . Its main d adva tage is that most commerc al  ensors are qui  big to be 
car ied by a robot. Ac ually,  research  nd d ve pment effor s  re c centrated on miniaturizing 
sensors or on se arating the projector and the sensor so that only one is on ard the robot. In this 




process.  Time  of  flight  and  structured  blue  LED  light  are  not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighting conditions. 
Table 2. Comparison of vision techniques in terms of accuracy, range, weight, safety, processing time, 
and envir me tal i fl ences. 














































































Tabl  3 comp res a n ge  and disadvantag s of t e review d tec iques for robot guida ce. 
Phot rammetry  is m i l  us d in static applic tions because of  its  c uracy, but physic l marks, 
s h a stickers or laser  oints,  r  n c ssary (mark r‐bas d) and it is highly influenc d by brightness 
a  l ht  i  i d tri l env o m nt . Ma k   an be  voided usi g f at r  trackers (mark rless), but 
th  d sity  f  t e p in   lou  w ld    low if  surf s  r   t xtur l s . I f ct,  l w‐ xt red  or 
t xtur l ss  surfaces  ar   also  an  inconv nience  f   st r o  isi   techniques with  conventional  2D 
cam ras  nd it is n es ry to pr ject a hi h contr st light  re ting  n a tificial texture to highlight 
points, features, etc. (p j c  t xtu e  tereo vision). Oth r 3D activ  vi i n te hniqu s, such as light 
c di g  nd time of flight, h v   l w  he ti al a cu cy d   not vali  for certain applications 
whe e  t  point clou   is compar d with a CAD mo el  f r accurate part  loc lization, beca s   flat 
rf c s are r pr sented with rath r significant curvature. They ca  be  ed for p rt identification or 
for people  nd obj ct  tr cki g con ideri g  thes  ac ur cy  issues. Laser  techniques ar  commonly 
used i   an ng  ppli atio s wh  th   tu  i   ot  si gle s shot, but c n be  angerous for 
people  s some laser classes ( igh pow )  re  t  y ‐saf . Finally, structur d light p ovides accur cy, 
although sometim s  is  influenced by  mbient  light   has problems  to create  the 3D model  for 
surfaces of ce t in color . Its main disadvantag  is th t most commercial sensors ar  quite big to be 
carried by a robot. Actually,  res arch and development  ffort  are concentrated on miniaturizing 
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proc ss.  Time  of  flig t  and  structur d  blue  LED  light  are  not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighting conditio s. 
Table 2. Co ari on of vision techniques in terms of accuracy, range, weight, safety, processing time, 
and environmental influences. 







































































       (sun) 
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Table 3 compares adva ag s and disadv ntag s of the revi wed techniques for  obot guidance. 
Photogrammetry  s m inly us d  n  tatic applic tio  because of  its acc racy, but physical marks, 
su  as s kers o  l ser po ts, ar   ecessary (marker‐based) and it is highly influenced by brightness 
and light i  ind stri l  nvi nm nts. Marks can  e a oided using feat re trackers (markerless), but 
th  density  o the point  cl ud wo l   be  low  if s rfaces  ar textureless.  In  f ct, low‐textured  or 
t xtur less surf es  are  als a   nconv ni nce  f r  tere vision  techniqu s with  c ve tional  2D 
camer s and it is  eces y t  project a hi  co trast light creating a  artificial texture to highlight 
poin ,  atures, e c. (projected textur  ster  visi ). Other 3D ac ive visi n techniques, such as light 
coding and time of flig , h v l w theo tical accuracy a  are not valid f r certain applications 
w ere  e point clou   i  comp r d with a CAD mod l  for accur te part  lo alization, because  flat 
f c s  r prese d w th rat er sign c  curvature. They can b  u d for par  ident ficati n or 
for p op e  d object racki g c ide i g  these  curacy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
u ed in scanning ap lica ions where the c pt re is not a single snapshot, but can be dangerous for 
p ople as som  laser classes (hi   ower) are not eye‐safe. Fi all , structured lig t provides accur y, 
alt g  sometimes  is  infl enc  by m ient  light and has pr lems  to create  the 3D model  for 
surfac s of c rtain colors. Its  ain dis vant e is tha most c mmercial s nsors ar  quite big to be 
carried by a  bot. A tually,  research a d develop ent efforts are concentrated on miniaturizing 
s  r on separating the projec or a d the sensor s  that only one is onboard the robot. In this 
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      (sun) 
L ser 




   (b i ness) 
Table 3 co pares advantag s and d dvan ages  f th  re ewed te hniqu s f r r b t guid . 
Photogrammetry  is mainly used in  tatic  pp ic ti ns b cause  f ts  r cy, but ph sical marks, 
such as sticker  or laser  oints, are n essary (marker‐bas d) and it is highly influ ce  by brightness 
and lights in ind strial environ nt . M rks ca  be  voided usi g feature tr ckers (m r erless), but 
the density  of  the point  cloud  ld  be low if  surfa   are t xtureless.  I   fact,  low‐textu e   o  
textureless  surfaces  are  also  an  i c nveni c for  s reo vi io   chn ques w th  con tional 2D 
cameras and it is  ecessary to  ject a hig  cont ast light cre ting an artificial texture to highlight 
points, f ature , etc. (proj ted textu  st reo  isio ). Ot r 3D active vision techniq es, such  s light 
coding and time of flight, have  l w theor tical a ur cy  nd  r  not v lid f r  ert in app ic tion  
where  the point cloud  is compared with   CAD model fo   ccur t  part loc liz ti , beca se  f a  
surfaces  re represented with rath r significant curvature. They can be used for p rt identification or 
for people and object  tracking c sidering  th e  ccura y  issues. Laser  t chniques are commonly 
used in scanning applications  h re  he capture is  ot   s ngle snapshot, but can be  ange ous for 
people as some laser classes (high p we ) ar  not eye‐safe. F ally, s ru ture light provide  accura y,









pr cess.  Time  of  light  and  structure   bl e  LED  light  are  no   influenced  by  environ ental 
lighti g conditio s. 
Table 2. Compariso  of vis on techniques in terms o  accuracy, r ge weight, safety, processing time, 
and e viro mental influences. 












































































Table 3 com ares a va tag   d dis dvantag s of e  vie ed tec i u s f r r bot g ida c . 
Photogrammetry  is m inly u d  n static ppli ti ns b u of its ac ur y, b t p ic l m rks, 
uch  s stickers  r las  points, a  necess ry (m rker‐based) an  it is highly influenc d by brightness 
nd light  i  industrial  nvir m ts. Mark   an be av ided  sing feature trackers (markerless), but 
the dens ty of  the p int  clo  w uld  b   low  if  surf e r   t xt ess.  I   fac , l w‐tex u e   or 
textureless  surfaces  ar   also  a   inconv i nce  f r  stere  visi   chniqu s w   conv ntio l  2D 
cameras and it is nec sary to pr je t a h  contra t light cre ting a  artificial texture to highlight 
poi ts, features, e c. (p ojecte  texture stereo vision). Other 3D a tive visi n techniques, such  s light 
c di g and time of f ight, hav   low th o ti l  c uracy an   re not v lid for cert in applications 
where  the point clou i  compared with   CAD m d l fo  a u at p t  lo liz ti e a se  fl
su faces are repres nted with rather significant curvature. They can be used for part identification or 
f r peo le and object  tracki g co sidering  the  accuracy  issues. La er  te hniques are commonly 
used in sc nni g appli ations wh re the  p u  is  ot a single s shot, but c n be dangerous fo  
people as  ome laser cla ses (high p wer) a e not e e‐safe. Finally, s ructur d light provides accuracy, 
al hough sometim s  is  influenced by ambient  light and has problems to create  the 3D model  for 
surfa es of certain colors. Its m in disadvantage is that most commercial sensors are quite big to be 
carried by   robot. Actually,  research and developm nt effor s are concentr ted o  miniaturizing 
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T ble 3  res a vantag s a d disa v t ges  f t e rev ew d tech iques for ro ot g id c .
Photo ramm try  is m i ly used i  sta ic  ppli ations b cause of  i  accur y, but p ysi l rk ,
ch as stickers or la er p ints,  re necess ry (marker‐b se ) and it is high y i fluenc  by br gh es
and lights in ind stri l e ir nm nts. Marks can b  a oided usi g f t e track rs (mark rles ), bu
th   e it   of  the poi t  cloud would  be low if  urf   ar   t xturele s.  In  f ct, l w‐ xtured
textur les   surfaces  are  al o  an  i c nv i nc   f r  ste o vi i   t h iqu s with  conv tional 2D
cameras and it is nece s ry to pr je t   high contr st light cre ti g an  rtificial t xtur  to highlight
oints, features, et . (proj ct d texture stereo vi ion). Oth r 3  activ  vi io  tec niques, such a light
ding a d time of flight, hav   l w the retical accuracy a d a e not v li  for c rtain applic o s
where  t  point cl ud  is compar  wi h   CAD mo el  r  ccur te p r   lo al z t on, b c us fl t
u faces are rep esented wit   t  signific nt  u v ture. Th y c  be  sed for part id tific tion  r
for  eople a d object  tracking consid ring  the  accuracy  is ues. L ser  techniq s are c mmo
used in scanni g applic ti ns wh re the ca ure is n t  singl  s a sh t, but can  dangerou f r
peo l  as s me l s r clas s (hig  p er) are not  ye‐s fe. Fi ally, structured light provi es acc racy, 
lthough s metimes  is  influenc d by  mbi nt  lig t a d h s  r blems  t  creat   th  3   o el  for 
surfaces of certai  colors. Its main disadvant ge is th t most c mmercial s s rs are quite big to be 
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process.  Time  of  flight  and  structured  blue  LED  light  are  not  influenced  by  environmental 
lighting conditions. 
Table 2. Co parison of vi ion techniques in ter s of accuracy, range, weight, safe y, processing time, 
a d environmental influences. 











































































T ble 3 comp r s  vantage nd dis dv t g s of t e  eviewed  chniqu s for  o ot  uid c .
Photo r mm ry  is mai ly us d i  st ic pplic ti ns b c s  of  its acc cy, but p ysi al  arks,
c  as stickers or las r poi ts, r  ne ss ry (m rk r‐b s d) and it is  igh y i fluence  by brigh es
a  lights i i dustri l ironme ts. Marks ca    avo d si g fe ur  tra kers (mark rles ), bu
th  d ity of  the p int lo d  o ld  b   low if  urfac   ar tex ur l s.  In  f t,  low‐ extured 
t xtur les   urfaces are  al o  a i c i nc   for  o vi i n  techniqu s with  c v n ional  2D
cameras and it i n c s ry to  r j ct  high contra t light cre t g an  tif ial t xture to highligh
oi s, fe tures, etc. ( roj cted textu e st r o v sion). Other 3D activ  visio  t c iques,  uch as light
ding n   im  of flight, hav   low t eoretical accuracy a  not vali  for  ertain  pplic tio s
wher   th  poi t cl ud   comp r  with a CAD m d f r ccur te p rt loc l z tion, b cau e  flat
u f c s are repre e t  with  t sig ific t curvatur . T  c n b  used  or part de tificati n  r
for  o le   object  rack consid ring  t e  a ur cy  issue . Las t chniq es are c mmonly
us d in scanni g applica ions wher   he ca ture is not a si g  sn pshot, but ca  b  danger us f r
p l  as s me las r c ass  (high p w r) are not  ye‐ fe. Finally, struct red light provides accuracy, 
alt g  sometimes  is  influe c d by ambient  light and h s p bl ms  to cre t   the 3D model  for 
surfaces  f c rt in color . Its main d advantage is that most c mmercial sensors are quite big to be 
carri d by a robot. Actually,  res arch and d velopment efforts  r  c centrate  on miniaturiz ng 
sensors or on se arating the proje or and th   ensor so that only one is  n ard the robot. In this 
sense, the  ew evolutio  of this t chnique called structured blue LED light p ovides accuracy with a 
small sensor. 
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process.  Time  of  flight and  structured blue  LED  light  are  not  influe ced  by  environmental 
lighti g conditions.
Table 2. Comparison of vision techniques in terms of ac uracy, range, weight, saf ty, processing time, 
and environment l influences. 
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T ble 3 compares  dv ntag s a d di dv t ges of t e rev ew   echn ques for robot guidanc .
Pho ogram try  is inly used  sta i  appli tio s b c us  of  its  cc cy,  physi al marks,
uc as st ck rs or l s  p i ts, re nece sary (mark r‐b s d)  nd i  is high nflu c d by br gh nes
d lights i  indu ri l vir nm ts. Mark n b   id d usi g e ture trackers (mark rles ), bu
th  d nsity  f t e p i t  lo d would  be low if su f c s ar   t t r le s.  In  fact,  low‐ extured 
t xtu les   surface r   als   an  i onv i c for  st o vi i   te hniqu s wit   con entional  2D
c m as nd it is ce s r o proj ct    igh ontrast light  r i g a tifici l textur  t  highligh
p i ts, f s, etc. (p oj cted t xt re st e vis n). Ot r 3D activ  visio te iques, such  s light
c di nd tim  of flight, h low th ret c l  c racy     t valid for ce tain appli tions
where  the poi t cl d  is c mpare with  CAD m el  f r  cc rat  p rt  l caliz tion, b cause  flat
su f s are re r s ted with  the  signifi a t curv . Th  c n b   sed for part ide tification or
fo   e ple  d  bj ct  t ck ng c id ing th c ur cy  issue . L ser  tech iques ar c mm nly
us   sca ing  ppli io s  here   c ptu  is n t a single snapshot, b t ca be dangerous for
p o le as s  laser classes (high pow r) are not ey ‐s fe. Fin ll , structured li ht provides accur y, 
altho g   som tim s  is  influenced by ambi t  light a d has pr bl s  to create  the 3D model  for 
surface  of cer in col rs. Its ma  disadv ntage is that m st commercial sensors are quite big t  be 
ca ried by a obot. Actually,  r s arch d dev lopment eff rts  re concentrated  miniaturizing 
sensors  r  n separating the project r nd  he sens r so tha  only one is onb ar  the robot. In this 
sense, the  ew ev lution  f this technique called structured blue LED light provides accuracy with a 
small sensor. 
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process.  Tim   of  fl gh   a d  structured  blue  LED  light  are  not  influenc d  by  environm ntal 
lighting conditions. 
Table 2. Compariso  of vision techniques in terms of accuracy, range, weight, saf ty, processing time, 
and enviro mental influe ces. 
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T ble 3 co pa s dva tages a d di adv nt g s  f the r vi wed tec niqu s for robot guidance. 
P togr metr   is mainly used in st tic  ppli ati s b au e  f  its  curacy, but physical marks, 
s ch as  tickers or laser points,  re  cessary (marker‐based) and it is highly influence  by bright ess 
and lig s in in strial environme ts. Marks can be avoided using fe ture trackers (markerless), but 
h   i y f e  i t  cloud w ul   b   low  f  surfac s  re  te t reless.  In  fa t,  low‐textured  r 
t xt rel ss  faces  ar   l i ie c   for  stereo v sion  te ique  with  c ventional  2D 
c eras  nd it  s n cessary to project   high contrast light creating an artificial texture to highlight 
oi ts, f atur s, etc. (projected text re stereo vis on). Other 3D active vision techniques, such as light 
cod g an tim  of flig t, h ve low the ret l accura y  nd ar  not v lid for certain applicatio s 
ere  t e p int cl ud  is p r d with   CAD model  f   ccur te p t  localizatio , because  flat 
surf ces are represen e  with  her sig ific nt curvature. They can be used for part identification or 
for peopl   nd  ject  tracking con idering  these accuracy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
used i  sca ning  pplications wher the ca t re is n t   single snapsh t, but can be dangerous for 
peo le as  me l er c s s ( i h ow ) are n t eye‐ afe. F nally,  tructured light provides accuracy, 
alt ough sometim s  is  influenc d by ambient  light and has problems  to create  the 3D model  for 
surfac s of certain colors. Its main disadvantage is that most commercial sensors are quite big to be 
carried by a  obot. Actually,  research a d development efforts are concentrated on miniaturizing 
se sor  or on sep rating the projector and  he sen or so that only one is onboard the robot. In this 
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T ble 3 com res adva tages a d disa vantages of t  reviewed techniques for robot g idance.
Ph togramm try  is m i ly sed in sta ic applic tions b cause of  its accuracy, but physi l  arks
such as stickers or laser points, are necessary (marker‐based) and it is high y influ nced by brigh nes
and lights in industrial environments. Marks can be avoided using f ature trackers ( arkerles ), bu
the density  of  the poi t  c oud would  be  l if  urfac s  are  exturel s.  In  f ct,  low‐ extu ed 
t xtureless  surfaces  re  als an  i c nve ienc   f r  ste eo vi ion  techn qu s with conv nti nal  2D
cam ras a d it is necess ry to project a high contrast light creati g   ar ificial texture to highlight
oints, features, etc. (projected texture stereo vision). Other 3D active visi n tec niques, such a  light
coding and time of flight, have  low theoretical accuracy and a e not v lid for certain  pplications
where  the point cloud  is co pare  with a CAD mo el  f r accurate  rt  lo aliz tion, b cause  flat
su fac  are repre ented with  athe   ignificant curvature. They c n be used for part identific tion or
for people a d obj ct  tracking consi ring  the  accuracy  issues. Laser  tech iques ar  c mmonly
used in scanning applications where the capture is not a single snapshot, but can be dangerou  for
people as s me laser classes (high power) are not eye‐safe. Finally, structure  light provides accuracy, 
although sometimes  is  influenced by ambient  li ht an  has problems  t  cr at   the 3D  odel  f r 
surface  of certai  c lors. Its main dis dvantage is that most commercial s sors are quite big to b  
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Table 3 com res advantages an di adv ntage  of the reviewed t chn es for robot guidance. 
Photogrammetry  is mainly used  n stati  applic io s b c us  of  its accuracy, bu physical marks, 
such as st ckers or las r points,  re nece sary (ma k r‐base ) and i  is highly  nflu ced by brightness 
and  ights in indus ri l environments. M rks  a b   void d u ing fe tur  trackers (markerless), but 
th  densit   of t e poi t  lou  would  b   l w  if  surfac s are  textur less.  In  f t,  l w‐textured  r 
t xtu les   su face   ar   also  an  in onvenience  for  st e  vi ion  e niques with  conventional  2D 
c m ras and it is n c ssary  o proje  a  igh contrast light  r ing  n artificial text re to highl ght 
points, f a ures, etc. (p oj cted t xture st eo vision). Oth r 3D activ  v ion techniques, such as light 
c din  and time of flight, have  low theoretic l accuracy and are not valid for ce tain applications 
wher   the point clo d  is compared with a CAD m del  for  ccurat  p rt  lo aliz tion, b ca s   flat 
su fac s are re resente  with rather  ignific nt curvat r . They can b  used for part identific tion or 
fo  people and  bject  tracking consi ring  thes accu acy  issues  L ser  t h iqu s are commonly 
used   sca ning applications where  h  capture i  not a single snapshot, but can be dangerous for 
p ople as  ome laser classes (high power) are n t eye‐safe. Finally, structure light provides accuracy, 
although sometimes  is  influenced by ambient  light and has pr bl ms  to create  the 3D model  for 
surface  of certain colors. Its ma n disadvantage is that  ost com ercial sens rs are quit  big to be 
carried by a obot. Actually,  r s arch and development  fforts ar  concentrated on miniaturizing 
sensors or on separating the projector and  he sensor so that only one is onboard the robot. In this 
sense, the new evolution of this technique called structured blue LED light prov des a curacy with a 
small sensor. 
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lighting conditions. 
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Table 3 compares adv nta s a d  is dv ntag s of the rev ewed  echniques for robot guidance. 
Pho ogrammetry  is mainly use  in st tic applicati ns be a s  of  its accuracy, but physical marks,
such as stickers or  s  points, re nec ssary (m rk r‐b sed) and i  is highly influenced by brightness 
a  lights in industri l envir nme ts. M rk c n be v ided using ture trackers (mark rless), but 
th  density  of  the point  loud  ould  be  low  if surfac s  are  textur less.  In  f ct,  low‐textured  or 
textureless  surfaces re  als     i c nve i nce fo   st r o visi   techniques with  conventional  2D 
am as nd it is  ece sary to project a igh contrast light cr at ng an a tificial texture to  ighlight 
poin s, f atu s, etc. (p ojected t xture stereo vision). Other 3D act ve v sion  ec niques, such as light 
coding and  i e of flight, h ve low th oret cal  c uracy nd a  n t valid for  e tain applications 
where  the point cloud  is comp red with a CAD model for accur te part lo alization, bec use  flat 
surf c  are represented with r ther signifi a t curv ur . They can be us d for part i entification or 
for pe ple  nd obj ct  t a k c idering th se accur cy  iss s. Las r  t chniques are  monly 
used i scanni g appli a ion  wher  the captu e is not a single sn psho , but can be dangerous f r 
p o l  as som  laser c ass s (high pow r) are not eye‐ afe. Fin lly, structured light provides accuracy, 
alth ugh som times  is  i fluenc d by  mbient  light and has p obl ms  to create  the 3D mod l  for 
surface   f cer in color . Its main d adv ntage is that most co mercial sensors are quite big to be 
carried by a robot. Actu lly,  rese rch and d velopm nt effor s  re c centrated on miniaturizing 
sensors or on se arating the projector and the sensor so that only one is on ard the robot. In this 
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Table 3 comp res adva ages  d dvantages of t e r viewed techniq es for robot guidance. 
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suc    s ick r or las r poi t , ar  n c s ry (ma ker‐b ed) and  t s highly  fl en d by b ightn ss 
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th   ensity  of  the poin   clo d would  be  low if  rfaces are  t xtureles .  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
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T ble 3  ompares  dv n a s  nd di advantages  f the rev ewe  techniques for robot guidance. 
Phot gr mmet y   m i ly us d in static appli tions bec use of  its accuracy, but physical marks, 
such  s  tickers o  l s poi ts, re nec a y (ma k r‐ba ed) and i  is highly influenced by br ghtne s 
and li h s in indu tr al envi onme ts. Marks c n be avoided using fea ure tra kers (markerl ss), but 
t e ity  of  the poin   loud would  be  low  if  surfaces  ar   textureless.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
t xt r l s   s rf e   re  als   a   i c ve ience for  stereo visi   tech iques with  conventional  2D 
am ras d it is  ce sa y to pr jec    high c trast light crea ing an artificial tex ure to highlight 
oints, f a ures, et . (proj c ed text e ster  vision). Ot er 3D act ve vision techniques, such as light 
coding and time of flig t, have  ow theoret cal a uracy nd are n t valid for certain applications 
where  th oint cl d  is comp red with a CAD model  f r acc ate p rt  lo alization, because  flat 
su f es are repres nted with rathe  s gnifica  curva re. They can be used for part identification or 
for p ople  nd j ct  tra ki g con idering  these accur cy  issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
used i ca ning applic ions where the c pture is no  a single  nap hot, but c n  dangerous for 
peo l  as som  laser cla ses (high power) are not eye‐s fe. Fin lly, structured light provides accuracy, 
lthou   som times  is  i fluenced by ambient  li ht a d h s problems  t  create  the 3D m del  for 
urface of cer i lors. Its  ai  disadv nt g is that ost commercial sens rs ar  quite big to be 
carried by a robot. Actually,  res a ch and developme t effor s ar  concentrated on miniaturizing 
sensors r on separ ting th pr jector and the sensor so that only one is onboard the robot. In this 






















































































Table 3  mp res advant ges and disadvantages  f the reviewed t chniques for robot guidance. 
Ph tog mm ry  is m inly used in static  ppli atio s because  f  its a curacy, but physical marks, 
su   s sticke s lase  points, r  necess y (mark ‐b sed) a d it is highly i fluenc d by brightness 
d lights i nd s ial e nm ts. Marks can b av i ed using featur   rackers (markerless), but 
the density  f th  p t  cloud would b   low f surfaces  ar   e t reless.  In  fact,  low‐textured  or 
t xt l ss  urfac s r   also  a   i co ve ie ce  for  stere   ision  techniques with  conventional  2D 
ca r and it i n s ary to proj ct  high con r s  light creat ng an a ificial texture to highlight 
p in s, f atur s, tc. (p j c ed t xt r  st re  v ion). Oth r 3D  ctiv  vision techniques, such as light 
co ing  n  tim  of flight, have  low th retical  ccuracy and ar  not v lid for certain applications 
wher   the p i t clo d  is co p red with a CAD model  for accurate pa t  localization, because  flat 
u fac a e r pr ted w th ra er s gnif can   urva ure. They  n be used for part identification or 
f r peop e d j ct tr cking consider g  th se acc cy issues. Laser  techniques are commonly 
ed in scanning app catio  wh  the ca ure is not   single snapsh t, but can be dangerous for 
peopl  as   la er la s s (hi h p wer) are n t eye‐ afe. Finally, st u tured light provides accuracy, 
alt ug  s etimes  is  influence  by ambi nt ligh  and h s pr blems  to create  the 3D model  for 
u faces of certain colors. I s main disadv ntage is that most commercial sensors are quite big to be 






Table 3 compares advan ages and disadvantages of the reviewed tech iques for robot guidanc .
Photogrammetry is mainly sed in static applications because of its accuracy, but physical marks, s ch
as stickers or laser p in s, are necessa y (m rker-based) and it is highly influenced by brightness and
lights in ind strial environments. Marks can be avoided using featu e tr ckers (marke less), but t e
density f the point cloud would be low if surfaces are textureless. In fact, lo -textured or textureless
surfaces are also an inconvenience for stereo vision technique w th c ventional 2D cameras and i is
necessary to proje high contrast light creating n artificial texture to hi hligh poi ts, features, etc.
(projected tex ure stereo vision). Other 3D active vision t hniq s, such a light codi g and time f
flight, have low theoretical accuracy and are ot val d for erta applic t ons h re th poi t clo d i
compared with a CAD model for accu ate part localization, because flat surfaces are re esented with
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rather significant curvature. They can be used for part identification or for people and object tracking
considering these accuracy issues. Laser techniques are commonly used in scanning applications
where the capture is not a single snapshot, but can be dangerous for people as some laser classes (high
power) are not eye-safe. Finally, structured light provides accuracy, although sometimes is influenced
by ambient light and has problems to create the 3D model for surfaces of certain colors. Its main
disadvantage is that most commercial sensors are quite big to be carried by a robot. Actually, research
and development efforts are concentrated on miniaturizing sensors or on separating the projector and
the sensor so that only one is onboard the robot. In this sense, the new evolution of this technique
called structured blue LED light provides accuracy with a small sensor.







Physical marks are necessary.
The density of the point cloud can be low.
Object and camera must be static for the capture.
Projected Texture
Stereo Vision Physical marks are not required.
Influenced by environment.
Object and camera must be static for the capture.
Time of Flight
Independent of ambient light.
Not necessary that object and camera
remain static for the capture.
Low theoretical accuracy.
Structured White Light Accuracy.
Sometimes influenced by ambient light.
Problems to create the 3D model for surfaces of
certain colors.
Expensive.
Sensors can be quite large.










Not necessary that object and camera
remain static for the capture.
Low accuracy.
Uncertified at industrial level.
Laser Triangulation
Commonly used.
Inexpensive (depending on the laser,
the accuracy).
Dangerous for people depending on laser power.
Usually short working distance.
Line scanner.
There are thousands of industrial applications but most of them are confidential for companies
and are not documented or widely described in scientific papers, thus they could not be included
in this survey. Table 4 summarizes the references of vision techniques for robotics reviewed in this
work grouped by scene-related and object-related tasks. According to the survey, main stereo vision
applications in robotics are in the field of object-related tasks for robot pose estimation and robot
calibration as they may require marks, camera and object must remain static and an important amount
of information needs to be processed. Time of flight, which does not require that object and camera
remain static, is mainly used for environment and object reconstruction, navigation, obstacle avoidance
and indeed people detection. In fact, the main application of light coding is people detection, although
it is not certificated for industrial environments. Laser-based sensors are widely used especially for
navigation, but also for object-related tasks.
Some other comparative reviews of machine vision techniques for robotic applications can be
found in the literature. Wilson [27] reviews 3D vision techniques and solutions in a journal article
with commercial purposes providing a list of applications and manufacturers. Sets of questions and
advises are presented in [57] in order to help the reader to choose the right 3D vision technique for
his/her project. Some of these questions are relative to the size and the surface of the target object,
to the accuracy requirements, to the final destination of the obtained 3D data, or to the budget. This
classification is quite similar to the one proposed by the authors of this work in Table 2.
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Time of Flight [95] [79–87] [88–91] [92–94]
Structured Light [11,54,96]
Light Coding [61,98–100]
Laser Triangulation [103–111] [102] [101] [107]
Foix [95] focuses on ToF cameras, describing advantages, limitations and applications. It includes
68 references grouped in scene-related, object-related and human-related. Visual human-machine
interaction is deeply studied as ToF cameras can be used for gesture recognition. Focusing on
software, [113] reviews vision-based control algorithms for robot manipulators and [114] analyzes
stereo matching algorithms used in robotics in terms of speed, accuracy, coverage, time consumption,
and disparity range. Implementations of stereo matching algorithms in hardware for real-time
applications are also discussed.
Robots need flexibility and accuracy to carry out more complex and diverse tasks, such as collision
avoidance with static and moving objects during navigation, collaborative work with humans, fine
positioning, inspection, etc. In all the reviewed applications, each vision system has its single purpose.
There has not been found one single vision system able to perform several tasks. Multiple vision
systems are used (one for each individual purpose) instead of one single multi-tasking vision system.
This is because requirements of each task are quite different and each technique has its scope and is
more adequate than others.
5. Conclusions
In this survey, 3D vision solutions used in robotics have been organized, classified and reviewed.
The purpose was to provide a compilation of the state of the art and the existing techniques so
that future researchers and developers have a background information. Vision techniques for robot
guidance have been analysed in terms of accuracy, range, weight, safety, processing time, and scanning
environmental influences. Main advantages and main drawbacks have been also presented for each
of them. Choosing which type of 3D vision system to use is highly dependent on the parts that need
to be located or measured. While laser range finders using time of flight methods can be used to
locate distant objects, stereo imaging systems may be better suited to imaging high-contrast objects.
Where such objects are highly specular or textureless, it may be more useful to employ projected
texture techniques. In addition to this, robot and industrial environments conditions also need to
be considered. Each application and each type of robot need a specific vision solution. There is no
universal vision technique to perform several tasks. Future woks may focus on multi-tasking or
multi-purpose vision systems and their integration with other sensor types and systems.
Robots have become a core element of Industry 4.0 and flexibility can be incorporated to them by
vision systems and other sensor technologies in order to achieve the requirements and functionalities
of the new applications. New tasks are becoming more or more complex and it is necessary to improve
the accuracy and to work collaborative with humans, which means making decisions in real-time and
triggering actions. For these goals, visual feedback is the key issue, and this is in fact what vision
systems provide to robots. Thus, 3D machine vision is the future for robotics. The idea of considering
robot technology as an integral part of production is not new but nevertheless it is a challenge. Whether
robots will be able to or should perform all the production steps in future is perhaps less a question of
time than of money.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
3D Three-Dimensional
CPS Cyber-physical Production Systems
PPP Public-Private Partnership
FoF Factories of the Future
ICT Information and Communication Technologies
CCD Charge-Coupled Device
2D Two-Dimensional
CMM Coordinates Measuring Machine
KLT Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
SIFT Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
SURF Speeded Up Robust Features
MSER Maximally Stable Extremal Regions
ToF Time of Flight
LED Light Emitting Diode
IR Infra-Red
DOF Degrees Of Freedom
RMS Root Mean Square
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